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Tha Evening Citizen, in Advance, 5 par jtmt.
Delivered by Carrier, 10 eenta par month.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY EVENING. JANUARY 22. 1907.

VOL. 21. NO. 19.
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ENGLAND REGRETS STATE OF CASE AT KINGSTON
BUT HAS NO INFORMATION OTHER THAN IN PRESS
EUROPE'S PRESS

var promt
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INTRODUCED

CLAIM TO BE

COTTON

WORLD WIDE

Dealings in Russia. Germany Austria and
Futures by Mail or
Even Greece. Bound In
by Telegraph.
Fetters of Cold.
Preventing

SUTHERLAND

TO AMERICA

HAS COLO WAVE CAN

SPEAKS

IN

SHOT

FAVOR OF SENATOR

German and French Papers
Show Their Animus In
Comments on the s
KINGSTON

INCIDENT

AS

SET FORTH IN TELEGRAM

Germany Calls Back President's
Refusal of Their Aid - France
Sees Extension.
Washington, Jan. 22. The state
department today made public the
text of the note delivered to Acting
Secretary Baton, yesterday, by the
British charge d'affaires. It is as follows:

"I have the honor to inform you,
received today
under instructions
from his majesty's principal secretary
of state for foreign affairs, that his
majesty's government is causing official Inquiry to be made as to the authenticity of the letter which appeared in the public press., fits morning, purporting to be written by the
governor of Jamaica, ,vnd addressed
to, Admiral Davis, com.nandlng the
United States squadron lately In Jamaican waters.
"Sir Edward Grey desires me to say
that while he is so far dependent up
on the press only for information
wJth regard to this Incident, he deep
ly regrets if the published text proves
correct, that any British official
should have addressed such a letter
to the gallant admiral who had ren
dered valuable assistance to British
subjects at the time of great suffer
ina: and distress, and that he la cer
tain that bis feeling of regret Is
shared by every one in Great Britain."
.EKMA.NY

REMKMIIEHK

' ROOSEVELT'S

REFUSAL
Berlin, Jan. 22. The newspapers
here print every item of news avail
able as to the Incident between Gov
and Admiral
ernor
Swettenham
Davis at Kingston. Various newspa
pers regard the Incident as a curb
to the friction of Swettenham's "fired
nerves'.' and sensitive national pride.
Some papers say that the Americans
may now understand the feeling of
Germany over the declination of the
United States to accept foreign relief
for San Francisco earthquake sufferers, although it is admitted that the
circumstances of the two cases are
quite different.
FRANCE SEES AMERICA'S
LUST OK ACQUISITION
Paris, Jan. 22. The Eclair, in commenting upon the American rebuff at
Kingston, expresses the opinion that
doubtless Admiral Davis." Intervention
conformed with the Roosevelt words
in October, that the construction of
signifies that
the Panama canal
America is policing the two oceans,
and especially the Carribean sea.
The English are not willing, It
says, to trust the Americans, who
with one foot in Jamaica would soon
have four.
.1AMAICA CLAIMS TO BE
KOFOU N IL Y (!( ATE

r

I'll

Washington, Jan. 22. The state
department today made public the
following cablegram:
"Jamaica.
Jan. 20. Hon. Elihu
Washington
Uoot, state secretary,
Jamaica is profoundly grateful t
your excellency for expressions of
sympathy and for the very practical
:tid bo kindly given by Admiral Davis
and the entire particular service
squadron of the United States navy.
"COVERSOH."
BIAHJDY SUNDAY"

MEET-

U' JEW'S.
York, Jan. 22. At a great
meeting of Jews in the Cooper Union
last night to commemorate . "Bloody
Sunday," when the great massacre
of Jews took place in Russia, several
revolutionary speeches were delivered.
The principal speaker was Dr.
Shmaryohen Levin, a member of the
iirst Russian duma who said they had
given up the policy of praying for the
success of the Jewish people in their
combat with Russia, but were all now
engaged In fighting for a separate
for the Hebrew race. He denied the allegation that the time wai
not ripe for the Jews to govern themselves and announced that a move
would soon be made that would as tonlsh the world.
ING

New

STATE IIORTICIL-Tl'RASOCIETY CONVENTION.
liarksville. Ark., Jan. 22. Apples,
peaches, grapes were fully discussed
annual session
at the twenty-sevent- h
i.'f the Arkansas State Horticultural
society which commenced here today.
address "ArkanA very interesting
sas nnd her horticultural development" was delivered by Prof. W. S. T.
Alexander and Prof. W. E. Walker
of the experimental
horticulturist
station, gave some valuable hints of
spruylng and sprayfng machines. Major Nowlln, of Little Rock, duscussed
the new railroad rate law and govstations an(t
ernment experimental
ihelr work were dealt with by A. V
Swaty, Unrted States department of
jfrlcuKure.
ARKANSAS

L

Drawn with tlie aid of pliotograplis and from a telegraphic description.
TIIE CITY OK KINGSTON, D K VASTATKI HV EA RTHQ U A K E AM) FIRE, IS WOWLY SUBSIDING INTO Till-SKA.
TIIK QUAKE
DEEPENED THE WATEIl IN THE HARBOR SO TO T FEET AND THE ACTION OK THE WAVES IS SlOWLY EATING AWAY THE UNDER-PINKIN- G
OK THE SEA, LEAVING A GREAT SHEI.K OF LAND WHICH IS GRADUALLY SINKING INTO THE GULF BELOW IT . THE CUT
SHOWS THE TOIOGRAPHY OF THE CITY AXD VICINITY BKKOKE ANI AKTKIt THE BREAK IN TIIE LAND.
:
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THE

JOINT

TODAY

MESSAGE OF GOVERNOR

PRINTEO IN FULL

BAILEY

AGAIN

ELECTED LIVE STOCK

H.

Washington, Jan. 22. Senator Cul
berson has Introduced a bill prohibit
ing the sending of any Information
regarding the dealings In cotton fu
lures, either over Interstate telegraph
lines or through the malls.

HEARS

Sninot Is Defended.
Senator Sutherland came to the de
fense of his colleague, Smoot, of
Utah, demanding his right to retain
his seat in the senate.
Sutherland
maintained that Smoot was not a vk
lator of law, either as principal or accessory; that he did not recognize allegiance to any power paramount to
the allegiance he owed his flag or
country.
Sutherland declared that
the people of Utah, or any of them,
taught their children to disrespect
the flag, or that there was any hostility toward the general government
was a cruel falsehood.

J. HAGEIAN

MEN MEET NORTH DAKOTA IS NOW

INT

TODAY

TEXAS

Their Does Good Talking. ComOther States
Tried and True Servants
merce Commission Lets
to the Senate.
Denver Amend.
Treats on Subjects National
and Territorial, in its
ONLY NEW' JERSEY WAS
IN FIRE $75,000 ARE
Broad Scope.

Re-Ele-

UNABLE TO MAKE CHOICE

LOST AND FIREMEN HURT

Austin, Tex., Jan. 22. Bailey was
Denver, Jan.
Murdo
today
senator.
The vote MacKenEle's annual address was the
was 150 for Bailey, 40 scattering, IB main feature of the .opening Be salon
of the Tenth
ntJ --viventlon of the
ON LIST OF EMPLOYES present not voting.
American National Live Stock assoMUHGAN AXD FETTUS
ciation here today. The report on
HOLD A LIFE TERM "Legislative Questions," of vital InterMortgomery, Ala., Jan. 22. Senat- est to all members, was made by S.
Representative Ruppe Would ors Morgan and Pettus were reelect- F. Cowan, the attorney of the associaed.
tion. Governor Buqhtel welcomed the
Like to be Chairman House
delegates in a fellcltlous address.
WYOMING SUSTAINS WARREN
President MacKetizle said that dur
MY ELECTING HIM AGAIN
Finance Committee.
1906 there hull been more com
Cheyenne, VVyo., Jun. 22. Francis ing
poor service by railroads
United plaints ofany yeur
E. Warren was
before, and that
64 Uun in
Special lo The Evening Citizen.
States senator today, receiving
unless something Is done to compel
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 22. Pursuant votes out of a total of 70.
the railroad to give reasonable speed
to adjournment yesterday, a Joint
limit to live stock, the stockmen will
session of both houses took place this CTLLl'M GETS RETURNED
FOR HIS FIFTH TERM ultimately be compelled to give up
morning.
Springfield, Ills., Jan. 22. Shelby the business on account of loss.
President Spiess in the chair.
He suggested suits to,- damages
Every member was present and M. Cullom was today elected united against
the railroads. He refered to
there was quite a concourse of peo- - States senator for the fifth time,
the failure of railroads to furnish
pie in the galleries.
niTrilTIs
cars upon proper notice, and that
WJ
V'
Governor Hagerman delivered his 'n'tnf0
A lyRt'GONE
Llsio.N too. In the face of legislation to remoni
message and it, took over two hours.
edy this evil. He said that the miniTopeka, Kas., Jan. 22. Represento do so
Charles Curtis republican, was mum carload weight for all classes
Immediutely thereafter the Joint,"
te
MaU'8
wnator of livestock was too high and should
assembly adjourned, and each house
He said that stockmen
lie adjusted.
succeed A. W. Benson,
will meet tomorrow In Its own cham- objected to the proposed amendment
ber, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
VVII '
to the meat Inspection law, making
The republican council and house
KNI0'KSV;i,
Y MINNESOTA. Backers irav cost of
Inspection, be- caueuwa nuve 1101 y?i compieieu 110
22.
Minn.,
Senator
St. Paul,
Jan.
would
have to stand
cause
stockmen
selection of employes for each house. Wilson was
today.
the cost which would be millions an- This matter will be finished this
liually.
evening and everything will be In NEW JERSEY WAS NOT
t
The administration of forest reworking order tomorrow.
ABLE TO MAKE CHOICE. serves, MacKenzle said, is one of the
is
Joseph P. Bracket, of Raton,
Trenton, N. J., Jan. 22. The vote
which
slated for assistant chief clerk of the for United States senator today re- most important questions on action.
council, and M. B. Otero, of Santa sulted in no choice. Dryden received the us8oc'iatliu should take
He urged all stockmen to support the
Fe, for assistant chief clerk of the the votes of thirty-si- x
republicans
live stock commission
house.
who participated in the caucus last company, which Is already a success.
The names of other employes have night. Forty-on- e
votes are required
not yet been made public.
to elect.
Complaint Insufficient.
Thp situation Is oulet and the, re- United States Interstate Commerce
organization
seems
to
MONTIIEALS fjllEAT ItONSPILL
be
nuhlican
strong and cohesive.
COMMENCED HERE TOD A Y. Commissioner Prouty, at the opening
th hearing toilay, said that the
Montreal, Jan. 22. The greatest
Councilman Duncan, of San Ml- guel county, will likely be chairman curling bonspill In the history of the complaint filed was Insufficient in Us
of the railroad commission of the world commenced here todav and allegations. If it was the plaintiff s
council, and Representative Beach, will lust five days. It is being par- Intention to prove a general discrimchairman of the railroad commission ticipated In by rinks from Scotland, ination against Denver in railroad
of the house.
the. home of the game, the United rates, permission was given to file an
Representative Kuppe, of Bernalil- States and from almost every port amended complaint.
lo, seeks the position of chairman of of Canada from Novo Scotia on the
Flvo Firemen Injured.
the house finance committee, but this east to British Columbia on the west.
Five tiiremen were injured today
Upwards of 300 curlers will struggle
selection is very problematical.
Note. The message of Governor for the possession of the splendid In ,a fire which ruKed for five hours
Hagerman is printed in full us a sup- trophies which have been put up for In the Western Klectrlc company's
Seventh
1175
South
plement to this afternoon's Evening competition. The sum of 15,000 will warehouse,
Chief John
spent in the entertainment of visit- street, this city.
Citizen. J
sustained many bruises and
ors.
cuts by falling two stories. The most
MILLION! ARE POULTRY
seriously hurt are Robert Geddes and
FANCIERS EXHIBITION FARMERS AND STOCKMEN
DISCUSSING PLANS. William Martin, who fell from tho
Washington, Jan. 22. At the anHarrlsburg,
Pa., Jan.
22.
The roof and may have sustained internal
nual exhibition of the Columbia
of the Pennsylvania State Injuries.
The damage is estimated
Poultry and Pigeon association which members
opened here this morning there were Board of Agricultural, the Pennsyl- at 675.000.
Breeders Associaa very large number of exhibits by vania Live StockPennsylvania
Dairy CRAP GAME CAUSES
Havemeyer Bros, the Vanderbllts, tion, and the up
Union, turned
RIOT AMONG NEGROES.
in full force at the
Homer DavenFishes and others.
Of these bodlcz
Law ton, I. T., Jan. 22. A negro
port, of New York, and Geo. Row- annual convention.
which were held conjointly here to- riot, created by Lane Dixon, reputed
land, of New Jersey, are also among day,
there are two thousand persons to be a discharged negro soldier fnn
the exhibitors. The show which Is be present.
Important matters are set the Twenty-fift- h
Infantry at Fort
ing held In the Masonic Temple is pat
Reno, last night, resulted in the
ronized by the members of the smart for discussion.
death of Fred Marshal, colored, the
set and most of whom offered valua- Boston Wool Market.
wounding of Dixon and several other
ble cups and money prizes.
Boston, Jan. 22. The wool market negroes, and the arrest of fifty neis quiet, buyers seeming to be In a groes.
Marshall, the owner of a
TO FORCE RAILROADS Tit
It II I.D CAUSEWAY. waiting mood. Conditions better than gambling resort in which the negroes
congregated, and Dixon quarreled
Austin, Tex., Jan. 22. The commis- for last week.
over a crap game. Their fight drew
sion appointed to inquire into the application of the Texas Railroad comIn others and a pitched battle folpany that the Santa Fe. Southern Pa- a SOME NEW MEXICO
lowed, in which tho shooting was
APPOINTMENTS MADE.
cific, Missouri, Kansas and Texas and a
done.
to a Special to The Evening Citizen a
other companies be compelled
Washington, Jan. 22. Pos- - 4 ELLEN TERRY THE ACTRESS,
build a Joint causeway across Gal- a
veston Buy, to connect the mainland a master at Old Alibuquerque, 4
HAS AKKI l l FROM LONDON'.
with Galveston Island commenced its a Charles Mann vice G. E. Denny a
New York, Jan. 22. Miss Ellen
sitting today. The matter Is of great a resigned: Anton Chlcn, GuadaTerry, England's famous uetress, arImportance to the people of Galveston a lupe county, Manuelito Mink, a rived hero from Imdon. Her dauiih-ter- ,
as the proposed causeway would re- a vice Sophia Sanches, resigned; a
who accompanied her, will b"
lieve all the existing freight conges- a Paquate, Valencia county, Anna a her stage manager, and Is the only
tion and afford an adequate entrance a C. Engle. vice Ayche Karacino, a woman In that capacity. Miss Terry
into the port of Galveston which ia a resigned; Weed. Otero county, a will open her American tour here
yearly becoming more Important.
It a Jumes W. liennet, vice J. D. 4 on the 28, under the management of
is estimated that the causeway would a Bunting, resigned.
4 Charles Frohman and will then visit
cost $1,600,000.
f
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WAVE ENGULFS
EAST INDIAN ISLAND

Homesteaders May Be Temporar Million and Quarter Are Said to
ily Away From Their PreempBe Starving to Death In
tions of Land.
China Today.

COVERED

AS A SUPPLE- --

TIDAL

Loudon. Jun.i. 22. Intense ' cold
prevails over the Eastern part of
Europe, even as far south as Greece.
In St. Petersburg the thermometer
registered B0 below zero. Day and
night enormous braziers are kept
burning on the streets of St. Petersdispensed
being
burg, hot tea
throughout the night by order of the
government, while troops patrol the
streets to resgiie frozen cab driven
and others.
Such extreme cold had not been
experienced for ten years, especially
In Galucla, where heavy snows have
Interrupted railroad traffic.
Many Austrian towns are suffering
from water famine, all the water
sources being frozen. Many persons
have been frozen to death. There was
a violent blizzard at Constantinople,
Athens Is covered with snow, Ger
many Is experiencing a cold wave.

Homesteaders' Absence.
FURTHER DETAILS OF
The president has approved the
RECENT TIDAL WAVF.
Joint reolutlon authorizing temporary
DEEPJNOW
The Hague, Jan. 22. The tidal
leaves of absence from a homestead wave, which devasted some uutcn
by settlers.
East Indian islands, couth of Athien,
as announced January 11, practically
Every Railroad at Mercy 0
Good Captain Sent.
Capt. Carter P. J. Johnson, of the engulfed the Island of Simelu. It is
Elements-Waba- sh
Tenth cavalry, one of the regiments said that the Island has almost disBreaks
which last summer helped round up appeared and that 1500 people have
Violent
Its Levee.
the Utes of Utah, has been designated probably lost their lives.
by President Roosevelt to make a earthquake shocks continue to be felt
dully.
thorough inquiry into the circumstances attending the dissatisfaction BIBLE SOCIETY SOLICITS
OHIO AT STANDSTILL AND
among those Indians. Pending his
AID FOR FAMINE SUFFERERS.
NO MORE RISE FEARED report the Indians will be kept at
New York, Jan. 22. The Amerlcaa
Fort Meade, S. D.
Bible society has received a cable
gram from its agent In China, urging
Big Appropriation Mill.
St. Paul, Jan. 22. North Dakota
appeal for famine relief through
The house today considered the the
is covered with a snow of unprece
all the churches.
The cablegram
dented depth. The whole communi diplomatic and consular appropria- says that a million and a quarter are
tiea are- Isolated, and. a very railroad tion bill, which carries a total of
starving. 'Representative missionary
In the state is at the mercy of the
recomboards have unanimously
Not a train from North
elements.
mended to churches, societies and InImportant Court Decision.
Dakota has arrived here for three
Washington, Jan. 22. The supreme dividuals that they contribute liberdays, and the officials have no Idea
court of the United States decided ally.
Th
when traffic will be resumed.
blizzard of Saturday was the worst the cases of Crows vs. Trlckey and PROIH)SED STRIKE
in fifty years. In the mountain dls Crows vs. Herman, Involving the sale
SUCCESSFULLY CARRIED OUT.
t lists snow slides huvecovred
Lodz, Russian Poland, Jan. 22.
the price of the West mine in Arizona.
railroad tracks fifty to seventy feet Crowe brought suit on a verbal con- The strike planned In commemoratract to recover his commission of tion of "Red Sunday" was successdeep.
1 10.000 for the $100,000 sale of the fully carried out today In this city.
At the time the
mine.
purchaser Many arrests were made.
TERUE HAUTiTmREAK
failed to take property, but subseWIDENS ENORMOUSLY
Torre Haute, Ind., Jan. 22. Th quently took It by private agreement FARMERS INSTITUTE CONVENTION EXIHTITLNG CORN.
with the owners. Today's opinion afbreak in the Wabash river levee,
mile south of this city, has widened firms the Arizona court's
Grand Rapids, Mich., Jan. 22.
decision
There was a capital Bhow of corn at
from fifteen feet last night to several against Crowe.
the County Farmers Institute conThe surround
hundred feet today.
Ing country for miles Is inundated
vention here today and some InterestOF NATIONAL
CONVENTION
A thousand people of Taylorville jn
RETAIL GROCERS ing addresses and discussions fcy sevWest Terre Haute have not food in
Dallas, Tex., Jun. 22. The tenth eral well known and successful state
There was an adshelter nor clothing.
annual convention of the National agriculturalists.
Association of Retail Grocers was dress by Reuben Farnum, president
PETITIONS FOR AID
today. When the con of the Institute and the question.
POUR INTO LOIISVILLK opened here
was culled to order by Pres "Soil Fertility and its Malntulnunce."
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 22. The river vention
by N. P. Hull, of
Ident W. A. Currens there wcr was discussed
is stationary today and it is though
A paper on "corn Improve2,500 delegates from all partu of th.
tnat danger or runner rise fs ove
present. After the annual elec- ment" was read by I. P. Davis of
Belief work continues actively. Ap states
W.
of executive officers and the con Sheridan, 111. The Hon. Chas. probtion
have
received
for
aid
been
from
M'ls
slderatlon of tho reports there an Gurlleld spoke on the forestry
many river towns.
some Important mutters for discus lem In Michigan and C. C. .McCue of
slon. The present convention Is con the Agricultural College discussed the
ANNUAL REPORT SHOWS
great value of spraying and whut to
FEWER FAILURES IN BRITAIN'. sidered most important as It Is the spray.
I'ench orchards und potato
London, Jan. 22. In its annual re- first one held since the association culture were treated by T. A. Far-ran- d
port Issued today the board of trade declared Its Independence of the large
and C. C. McCue respectfully.
states that the total number of fail- manufacturers of grocery urtiiies and Other Important matters will be
ures In 1906 were 8.323 in England refused to accept donations of money
at tho meeting which will lat
and Wales, a decrease of 623 on the The reports showed that the asso until tomorrow night.
by SO.'IO"
Is represented
de-- 1 ciation
previous year. A substantial
c rease in the number
of farmers fail grocers, with every state In the union ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
ures is also shown. 1 he Improve- except two, organized. Since the us
I. lOl OR ORGANIZATION
ment is most reflected In those trades soci'atlon has ceased to be dominated
New York, Jan. 22. The uunuul
by
good
work
much
manufacturers
which in previous years have been
convention of the Wine, Beer und lith
hardest hit by the depression then hus been accomplished notably pre
quor organization which will be held
In
use
large
of
decrease
the
pTovi-sloprevailing. The grocery and
In the Grand Central Palace tonight,
passage
more
liberal
mlums,
of
the
trades, for example, which In
will be followed by a bull, ut which
laws,
agitation
garnishment
in
favor
1905 showed more bills of sule than
some novelties will be introduced.
weight
goods
of
the
discour
full
and
In previous years, had in 1906 the
Lust year there was a charnpuig.i
substantial decrease of 131. The re- agement of ull trude combinations fountain, but tonight there will be a
sua
through
of
"nioial
the
exercise
port winds up with the statement
rainbow of champaign, having colthat trade in the couptry Is In a very slon."
ored lights thrown up through
satisfactory Btate.
of the liquid. The palace is
INTERESTING EXHIBITS '
profusely . decorated
exotic
with
11)11 JAMESTOWN
NEW YORK CENTRAL TO
plants und tropical verdure and all
Norfolk, Vu., Jan. 22. A very In round the
CU 1 ITA I L IMPROVE M EX I S.
large hull there are grottos
New York, Jan. 22. The Sun to- terestlng exhibit at Jamestown Expo artistically placed.
Is the Intentloi,
day says: The directors of the New sltion will be that of the Life Saving of the organization It
that tonight's afYork Central have decided to cur-ta- ll Service which will operate n station fair shall surpass anything
of Its
much of the construction and Im- completely equipped, and will inuk-- t
.cer held before by tile assoprovement work planned for this rescues from time to time from boats kind
year. They reached this decision, it in the harbor. In the war museum ciation.
Is said, on the advice of very' promthere will be models of fortif leutlon CHINESE REVOLUTION
inent bunkers that the prosecution of and harbor defenses und types of butIS RAPIDLY SPREADING.
will be
all the work planned by the big rail- teries and embankments
Hong Kong. Jan. 22. The revoludepartment tion in Central China is spreading
roads of the country would Involve shown. The ordinance
t with alarming rapidity and ull misan expenditure which would produce will show u complete collection
even a greater stringency
in the fire arms, powder and explosives. Be- sionaries, traders und people of other
money market than that witnessed sides the largest cAtinon will be seen nationalities than China are fleeing
last year. The scarcity of labor and the smallest side arm. All kinds of to Shanghai where American, British
the high prices of all material are machine and field guns will be ex- ami German gun bouts are stationed.
also causes of the decision, while an- hibited and every kind of death deul-In- The government has moved troops
device will be shown. The model from three provinces to the scene and
other reason Is found In the delay of
the delivery of materials and equip- postoffice where a collection of dead are dully drafting more. It Is stated
ment.
letter relics can be inspected Is sure thut Sun Yat Sen of the Chinese leto prove attractive.
These Interest- gation In Loudon Is head of the revoing exhibits constitute only a small lution which Is
MISINt;
WILD ANIMALS
and not
IN ON TOWN AND CITIES. item in the enormous LJ1I of fare I lie aimed against foreigners.
Winnipeg, Jan. 22. Owing to the management will proude
PRODUCTION
OF "SALOME'
Intense cold und heavy falls of snowAT METROPOLITAN TONIGHT.
wild animals are closing on the towns AN IRIXI ( II Klil
New York. Jan. 22. The producIt V I I IIIMI.III'
and cities. In Saskatoon the dreaded
grey wolves, starved by the scurclty
New Yolk. Jan. 22. Under It'4 tion of Richard Strauss' "Sulom"
will he the feature of Mr. Coin id's
of deer, come down the region of Ha auspices of the Irish Counties Athperformance in
letic l ino,: a grand charily ball will annual testimonial
toi lie in greut numbers und are a ter
lor to the people. The Invasion 'f be held III Madison Souare Garden the Metropolitan opera house tonight.
wolves, which is more or less common tonight. The proceeds of the bull will An nil star cast will interpret the solo
pails. The orchestra will be largein ull farming settlements In western be upplicd to providing beds In hosI'unuda, Is caused by the great scarci pitals for Irish men, und women w h l ly increased .ind will he under the ill-ty of rabbits and small game. Though are too poor to receive Ihcutiucnl In
lion of .ifn d HctU u1nl Anton
counSchc'lcl will acl as sl.ie director.
the wolf hounds purchased by tho their homes. The thirly-tw- o
government are destroying thousands ties in Ireland will be i cpt escnted All scuts lutc been h.ioked months in
is
of tlieni. they are still very numerous. und two military bands will furnisli adwmcc and the entertainment
ilnra si important of
A very large number of lynx are also music for the g.ielie dines as well looked on u
tite se;tseh.
as the regular progrim.
romlng from th- port!'
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MJJUQUERQDE EVENING CITIZEff.

aAB TWO.
It was Impossible to ten whea the
next one would arrive from the

THE EVENING CITIZEN

The Eureka train was blocked by
an Immense slide four miles from
town. The coal supply wns short.
For sixty days the railroads had been
confiscating the greater pnrt of the
lump conl mined In Hie v iclnlty of
Durango and tit no time during the
past two months had Silverton had
sufficient lump coal. At present there
was not a pound of lump coal for
sale by the local dealers, and only a
limited amount of other coal. The
Mogul mine at (Gladstone was compelled to shut down for lack of fuel.

ly
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OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

SAGE ESTATE PAID VERY

LARGE INHERITANCE TAX.
Albany, N. T.: State Comptroller
Glynn received 1(525,000 state Inheritance taxes on the estate of Russell
Suge. The value of the estate has
been placed at $60,000,000, but that
amount Is not the final estimate.
The amount of this tax Is the largest ever collected by the state under
In
the law. with three exceptions.
l!no the state collected from the es
tate of Oeorge Smith, a wealthy Eng'
llsh merchant, who died In New York
In 1901, $665,000 was re
$1,934,753.
celved from the C. P. Huntington es
tate .and In 1904 the Inheritance tax
from the estate of Warren Smith, the
was
Yonkers carpet manufacturer,

DENVER WOMAN
CLAIMS GREA T
WEALTH
Bul Is Arrested in New

YorK

$973, 34S.

For Beating Bord Bills
At Big Hotels.

VANDERBILT INTERESTS

TO UK CONSOLIDATED.

The Evening
Wllwuukec. Wis.:
Wisconsin says:
The most important and by far the
most sweeping consolidation of freight
GOVERNOR CUMMINS FOR
lines of the great railway systems and
combinations of the country that has
been brought about In years Is booked
to be made within a short time by the
RADICAL CHANGES IN L
The plans, it is
Vanderbilt system.
learned, arc now practically matured
The plan Is the absolute consolida
of all of the "fast freight lines'
Parts of Colorado Suffered Much tion
and "despatch lines" which have for
years been operated under the general
From Recent Snows and
Vanderbilt system, and will place all
Fuel Shortage.
the lines under one corporation the
Merchants' Despntch company.
New York:
Miss Elizabeth Kll- iiinrsworth Brown, who was arrested
m m charge of passing worthless
becka In payment for bills Incurred
at the Hotel Astor nd the Waldorf,
M arraigned In the West Side court.
pleaded not guilty.
. Visa Brown, who Is the daughter of
the late David Wolfe Brown, reporter
for thirty years of the debates In the
ttoane of representatives, is charged
tty Attorney Boland, who represents
tootta the Waldorf and the Astor, with
having secured accommodations at
The Waldorf from December 3 to De
eember 80. and at the Astor from
December 30 to January 7. without
making; proper payment.
Her bill
U the Waldorf amounted to $299.75
that at the Astor to 74.T. 9. Doth
bills had been paid with worth- checks, he asserted, drawn on tha
lAmericaa Security & Trust company
or Washington.
After she had been arraigned i"
cemrt Miss Brown talked to a repnr
tar. She was nervous In manner, but
asba spoke freely enough of her arrest.
It is all a mistake," she said. "I
ld the bills, and the checks were
perfectly good, as my account with
trust company amply covers
Bat I felt that the bills were
and so I directed the com- vanqr to stop payment. That was why
On checks came back marked 'No
ami mint.' I never had the slightest
aiitratiun of cheating the hotels."
Kba was asked where her present
mMence was, and replied that she
Iftred In Denver, where she had made
great "strike" In the gold field. She
'declared that the mine she had struck
was making a lot of money for her.
fine Bald. alHo, that she Intended to
J ta Washington after her examlna- tn the court, and then, a day or
later, take her mother and sister
rJUi her to Denver.

UNITED MINE WORKERS
WANT CABIN ET ENLARGED.
Indianapolis, Ind.:
The United
Mine
Workers' convention while in
's
session here, adopted June W.
resolution, declaring for separation of the department of labor and
commerce In the cabinet. It was the
sense of the convention that the department as now constituted Is unfriendly to labor, especially by Its decision that a state had the right to
import contract labor at any time.
The resolutions committee held a
special meeting and considered the
Beverldge anti-chil- d
labor bill.
It
adopted a recommendation asking
congress to pass such a measure.
Tra-dall-

if
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VIKWS OF GOVERNOR
CUMMINS, OF IOWA.
Des Moines, Iowa:
When A. H
CWBmlns took the oath of office us
cwremer of Iowa for the third time.
am entered upon his new term by do
UnrioK an Inaugural address stinging
JrtUi criticism for the present nieth- of railway magnates.
lie pointed out Hill and Hurriniun
fwrsoiially, and said they were making; false arguments to keep the peo- ae from contr6iltng the railroads
He aald they were getting rich by
Juggling stocks, while the people
wwoae money Is actually invested were
flawing but a small interest.
lie urged the calling of a constitu- Cknal convention to amend the laws
aw as to elect not only United States
imators, but also the president and
b president, by direct vote of the
Reaoiie.

The governor deprecated the argu-iithat the people could not trust a

it

oaauUIational convention, and said he
antieves the men of today as capable
their country's inter-Mt- s
f safeguarding
as the men who originally
Ibe constitution of America.
MIMK 11KA OF KNOW
CONDITIONS IN COl.OltAIMl
Jablo, Colo.: A special to the
from Silverton ut the
f the week, stated that a se- stiow and wind storm has been
ragtag there for forty-eighours.
A boat eighteen Inches of snow had
rlftrd the snow badly and considerable damage was feared from
Traffic was blocked on all the
railroads. Denver & Rio liiande
train arrived twelve hours lute, and
.
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get a boltk of llontctler'x
tUtttumit Hit tern, especially if
you notice any derangement of
the digestive organs or are
troubled with constipated bow-trand inactive liver. Drhi)
ally luvihw a more serious
For over 53 ji'trnt

tut

bi

HOSTETTER'S

STOMACH
BITTERS

been demonstrating
its
wonderful ubility in casts of
stomach. Liver or HomcI comg
plaints Hiid you are not
when using It.
For
liitu

expcii-iiM-iitin-

curing
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DENVER
Twenty Railroads Charged by
Denver Merchants Before
Commerce Commission.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 22. The Interstate commerce commission opened a
inquiry yesterday,
most important
when evidence of the most unjust
railroad charges was adduced. Denver city claims that It is not given
rates commensurate with those of
Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis and
San
Francisco,
The
California.
suit is brought against twenty railby
dealroads
all the merchants nnd
ers In this city who complain that
the rates charged and enforced by
In
all classes of
the railroads
freight articles to this city and
name
rates, Chipoints taking the
cago, St. Louis and other places taking Mississippi point rates, Omaha
and all points taking Missouri
points rates are unjust, unreasonable,
wrongly discriminatory and unduly
prejudicial to the Interests of the
shippers of Denver. The complainants
aver that Denver would be one of
the most Important cities In the United States but for rates which placed
the city at a great disadvantage and
largely increased the cost of the necessities of life. The Investigation
has been brought about mainly
through the efforts of Geo. J. Klndel
and Senator Patterson. A very large
number of witnesses will be examined and the case will occupy some
time.
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITS
AT JAMESTOWN.
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 22. The latest
developments of all kinds of machinery and the choicest examples
of industrial achievement will be
displayed at the Jamestown exposition. It has been the purpose of the
management not to secure a multiplicity of exhibits but to have on
view the very best that American
skill and Ingenuity can offer. It Is
now announced that In connection
with the military and naval display
the government will maintain a war
museum, and In the government
buildings there will be an exhibit of
the state department, showing facsimiles In some cases nnd In others
originals, of all the famous documents which have become part of
the nation's history. A bureau of
engraving will be maintained by the
treasury department, which will Illustrate the plate used In the bureau
for notes and bonds. The department will also exhibit a splendid collection of portraits In which are all
the presidents of the United States
and all the secretaries of the treasury can be seen.

AMATEl'K l'ENCEKS MEET
IN BOSTON,

MASS.

There are
no less than twenty-tw- o
fencing contests to be held before the end of
winter. Two contests have already
been held, one by the fencers' club of
Chicago and the other by the New
York Turn Vereln. All the engagements take place under the auspices
of the Amateur Fencers' League of
America and each of the different
teams of three must fence with a different weapon, either foil, sabre or
duelling sword. The Boston Athletic
association hold their annual contests
tonight when valuable gold, silver and
bronze medals will be uwarded to the
successful contestants. All the available seats In the building of the association are booked and some of the
best amateur fencers In the country
will compete.
The season will wind
up with the national championships
at the New York Athletic club, when
all the winners will meet and the
president's medals will be awarded.
Boston, Mass., Jan.

MAKIO

2JI.

SAM MA It HO,

NO-

TED SINMEH COM I NO.
Jan. 22. Mario
the renowned baritone, sailed
for
on
yesterday
the Lorraine
New York. Several titled people and
persons well known In art and musical circles were present at the sailing and gave him a hearty send off.
Slgno Sammarro, who has been appearing for the last three years In
e
Covent Garden has sung leading
Toles at Scala dl Milan, Vienna,
St. Petersburg, and In all the principal opera houses In Italy. He will
replace Benaud at the Manhattan
opera house in February In "11
London,
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NOTABLE SHOW OF
PLYMOUTH HOCKS.
Salt Lake City, Jan. 22. At the
state poultry v how which opened here
yesterday, American White Plymouth
Kock association, which covers nine
states within its membership, had no
less than 2,500 fancy birds on view.
A number of the leading merchants
have offered cups nnd a greater, number of awards will be given out at
this show than at nny other show
of Its kind ever held In this country.

Brown, in the superior court, handed
down a decision In the $10,000 damage suit for the alleged illegal use
of a nude photograph of her baby
girl, brought by Mrs. Clara K. Eaton
of Worcester, against S. Z. Poll, the
millionaire theater'owner.
The lat
,IOl UNEYMEN CAHPENTEBS
ter's demurrer was sustained, and this
IN CONVENTION.
ends the case, as counsel for plaintiff
Worchester, Mass., Jan. 22. The
will not amend his declaration.
state convention of
Massachusetts
It was claimed that the photograph
Journeymen carpenters was held here
was printed on blotters and In newstoday when delegates from every carpapers In advertising a play, "Who Y. M. C. A. MOVEMENT
penters union in the state to the
Owns the Baby?" with the words,
l.V PKNNSYI.JVANIAI
The
number of 60 were present.
"Can you guess?"
Allentown, Pa., Jan. 22. At the presidents
and secretaries of Conneci-cut- t,
annual convention of the PennsylYork carBILL THAT PItF.SlDF.NT
Jreyand New were
Young Men's Christian asso- pentersNewdistrict
also
MAY KKTIUF. JUDGES. vania
councils
yesterday
ciation
probably the fea- present.
Washington, D. C:
pertaining to the
Representa
Matters
ture
of
the widest interest discussed Improvement of carpenters were distive De Armond. of Missouri, has In
troduced a bill in the house authorlz was the report of the special com- cussed and officers elected.
appointed
mission
by the state coming the president to retire any Judge
of the United States when he thinks mittee to investigate the social, phy- SCOTCH MINEHS WANT
spiritual
and
the retirement of such a judge would sical, intellectual
INCREASE IN WAKES.
promote the public welfare, and giv needs of the young men of foreign
Glasgow. Jan. 22. At a meeting
parentage,
who
have been attracted of Scotch coalmasters and the mining the president power by and with
employments
of
the advice of the senate to fill the va- to the Industrial
representatives here today the
state.
this
The commission was com- ers
cancy thus created.
for an advance in
miners
posed
of Christian sociologists, coal wages ofclaim
When asked if the provisions of the
cent wn" consider12V4 P
operators,
professional men, busi- ed. After a discussion of a combill extend to the supreme court of
ness
men
and association secretaries. promise was agreed upon, the men
the United States, Mr. De Armond
replied that In his opinion they do. The report acknowledged that
accepting an Immediate 614 per cent
with one twelfth of the advance with a promise that if trade
Mr. Do Armond says public sentiment
asslmu-late
must
would prevent any abuse of the re- country's population,
continued In the present satisfactory
one- - fifth of the Immigration.
tirement power.
would be a further Intwenty-one
per cent of the for- state there
With
eigners coming to this country settl- crease.
ing In this state it was advlseable PENNSYLVANIA FINE
some ndequate, comprehensive
ART EXHIBITION.
MOST ANYTHING that
plan for their education in American
Philadelphia, Pa.. Jan. 22. A capiscupture
ideas, and their uplift In moral stand- tal exhibition of
and mural
ards be put Into execution. The con- work was opened here today under
Carrie Nation declares dancing Is vention decided to Invite all foreign
auspices of the Pennsylvania
plain hugging. Dancing with Carrie young men to classes which will he the
Academy of Fine Arts, the Pennsylmight be called pluln hugging.
formed where they will be taught vania Society of Mlnature Painters,
everything necessary to make them the National Society of Mural Paint"Nearly every woman has some useful citizens.
ers, the National Sculpture Society,
histrionic ability. They're nearly all
Land-Artisand the American Society of
natural born actors."
There are over 400
.MOTOR HACKS COM"Yes.
Monologlsts."
MENCED IN FLORIDA. exhibits including M. Jules Guerins
Jacksonville, Fla., Jan.
22.
The pictures of the Chateau uu jouvre.
Jtmmp Brltt Insists that his chorus Ormond-Daytona
beach races comgirl financee marry before he fights
Cured ol Lunjr Trouble.
Joe Cans. Perhans Jim mi, l nfr.i,i mence yesterday when the record
since I had
trials of from one to five miles were
"It is now eleven yearsconsumption,"
she won't know him after the fight.
decided. Tomorrow will be run the a narrow escape from
"You expect me to believe such a of from one to five miles will be de- - i writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
run
story as that?" asked Mrs. Smlthers. elded. Tomorrow will be run the man of Kershaw, S. C. "I had and
to 135 pounds,
"Well, I can't say positively that I mile a minute, flying start, for tour- down in weightconstant,
both by day
do," replied the meek and humble ing cars for the American champion- - coughing was
Finally I began takSmlthers. "but I thought I'd try it ship and the five mile chumpionshlp and by night
ror touring cars oi fifty horse power, , ing Dr. Klnc's New Discovery, and
on you."
amateur owners to orive On Wed- - continued this for about six months,
"My father, he said with consid- nesday there will be a tei mile event. ' when my cough and lung trouble w ere
erable pride, "was one of the early the first three cars 10 represent the entirely gone and 1 was restored to
settlers in this country."
United States In the International my normal weight. 170 pounds."
touring car championships, and on Thousands of persons are healed
"Indeed ?"
every year. Guaranteed byall drug"Ves, he was its first justice of the same day there will be two
'
Trial bottle
e
the peace."
nnd
events for very gists. 50c and $100.
valuable prizes.
On Thursday
Sir free.
Am. Gib, I cruel It.
Thomas Dp wars
world champion- - j
Gibson I!. Garwood remembers that throphy vt ill be run.
We do it right. BOUGH DRY. ImThe present
Laundry Co.
on Jan. 1. 1876. the Ipmwritnra
perial
holder S. F. Edge of iAilidon, Kng- 1:30 p. in. was 6
degrees above land will defend the title.
Almost time for K. H. HarriiiiHii
zero.
JtL. also remembers
that OS
to work the sympathy racket.
New Year night ill 1S64. the ther- IMPORTANT TAXATION AC- j
mometer showed IS and 20 degrees
TION IN NEW YORK.
below zero.
New York .I:in '
llellefontalne to.) Exi,. i,,.ii,itf ..r
The Citizen Print Shop Is
aminer.
a. number of curb brokers, writs were
where you can get the most for
filed today to recover taxes amount
your money. We print every.
'Tm stuck," said the manager of ing to xa.uou.OOO
which they allege
thing but greenbacks and poet- the label department of the wholewere improperly exacted from them
age stamps. Either phone.
sale grocery.
by reason of the imposition of the
"What's the trouble?" asked the
superintendent.
"I don't kiiaf' whether to mark
these cans 'Maple syrup. Vermont
Ii an ordeal which aft
style,' or 'Vermont
vvrup,
maple
women approach with
style.'
Penn-cylvanl-
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ts

ten-mil-
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two-mil-
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IS THE TIME
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MOTHK.K LOSES SLIT
OVER BABY'S PICTURE.
Worcester, Mass.:
Judge J. F.

Ml

stamp tax of two cents a share, Irrespective of the par value of the
stock sold. The actions are based
on the decision Just handed down by
the court of appeals declaring such
tax unconstitutional.
The decision
of the court reduces In proportion
the stamp tax on transfers of stocks
of the par value of less than $100
a share; so that the proportion of the
tax Is $2 per one hundred shares
which the par value of the stock
bears to $100. In other words the
tax on the transfer of 100 shares of
stock of $5 a share Instead of belt?
$2, Is ten cents. As a result of the
decision, all amounts paid for the
stamp tax on stocks of the par value
of less thnn $100 a share are subject to be refunded In proportion by
the state controller. It is stated that
the tax has driven millions of dollars
of business from this city to Boston,
Philadelphia nnd Jersey City,

Indignation.
Any one who can attend un extra
good entertainment and sit and shuck
peanuts or carry on a conversation
through the most enjoyable parts of
the program ought to stay at home
with the family cat It would greatly
please those of the audience who
care to listen. Life ltke (Mali)
HigliU-ou- t

Monitor.

A

indescribable
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-hr--

"rs

chijj.birth. The thought
of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother

of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and costs over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be bhaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend d .ring pregnancy roU
confinement nf all pain and danger, and insures safcty to life of mother
and child. This scientific liniment is a
to all women at the
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtbut its use
gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents "morning
sickness," and other dis- god-sen- d

"Mucliniuii has promised in
II,U0U to the college."
"Yes. provided the trustees raise
another hundred thousand; provided
hey name one of the buildings after
him; provided they let liltil direct
11expenditure of the money; ami
provided two or three other things
that 1 forget."
"Humph!
Muchmon is a good
rolder, Isn't lie?"
I

1-

fear, for

uy a. i

.:ru-j,i- Mi

fl.oo per bottle.

at
liook
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containing valuable information free.
.
ne urauiuld Kegulotor Co., Atlanta, Ga.
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TUESDAY.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS v

Headquarters

WANTED.
WANTED More shoe repairing at
corner of Railroad avenue and
Ttrnnriwity. p. K. ftantel.
WANTED 'An experienced
cook.
Mrs. W. B. Chllders. 107 North
Twehth street.
WANTED A good camp blacksmith
and sawyers, also good white waitress. Good wages. Colburn'a Em
ployment Agency.
secoud-han- d
WANTED
Gentleman's
clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send adWe try to keep In stock nil the
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
well known and reliable Toilet
proprietor.
Preparations on tho market. If
WANTED
Lady or gentleman who
we haven't what you want we
can play the mandolin; must read
will get It for yon. We ore able
notes; permanent position to right
party. Address "Music," this office.
to always serve yonr Interests
Quick.
In the best possible way.
WANTED Furnished dwelling
to
rent during the months of March
and April. State the number of
rooms, how furnished and price.
Address W. C. L. The Citizen.
WANTED Teams The dantaFe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
purposes.
good
for other
All
teams making application will be
Occidental Life Building.
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
Corner Broa wav and
Hilt RENT.
East Railroad Avenue
FOR KENT
New
house, modern.
618 North Sixth
Colo Phone, Black 30.
street.
FOR KENT Two rooms for
Inquire at 300 North
Broadway.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST FOR RENT Front rooms for light
housekeeping;
rent reasonable.
Apply rear 524 West Railroad.
Full Sot of Tooth
FOR
cottage
KENT Furnished
Gold Filling;
$1.50 up
flats; very reasonable,
Apply at
SO
Gold Crowns
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaPainless Extracting
50c
duct.
RENT A four-rooFOR
brick
ALIi WORK ABSOLUTELY
house, furnished, at 317 South
Arno street.
Inquire of H. Jay
Stone, 817 South Arno.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
West TIJeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
B. F. COPP,
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
ROOM 12, N. T. ARM I JO BLDO.
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up furnished with
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
stove and cooking utensils
and
Department of the Interior,
dishes.
United
The Minneapolis House,
524 South Second Btreet, AlbuquerStates Land Office.
que, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given tjat the folloFOR SALE.
wing-named
claimant has filed notice of bis Intention to make final FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
Yost typewriter.
See The Citl- proof in support of his claim under
zen.
sections 16 and 17 of tTie act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats.,
854), as FOR SALE Two lots,
one block
from car line. Apply 412 North
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
Twelfth street.
proof will be made before tho pro- FOR SALE Two iron beds, combate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
plete, 1 heater, 2 rockers, brand
January 26. 1907, viz: Mariana Chavnew. Inquire in rear, 408 South
ez de Otero, for the Small Holding
Fourth street.
Claim No. 2547, situate In Sec. 36, T. FOR SALE The Clauae Glrard prop7 N., R. 2 E.
erty on west Mountain road. InHe names the following witnesses
quire on premises or at No. 300
to prove his actual continuous
adNorth Broadway.
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur- FOR SALEMaJority of stock in
and paying retail busivey of the township, viz:
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
Daily Citizen.
Orona, Quirlno Samore, of Per-altFOR SALE A No. 1 Charter gaso-Iln- e
N. M.
engine,
power, for
Aay person who desires to protest
pumping;' good as new; cheap.
against the allowance of said proof,
See Dr. J. N. Warner, 1006 South
or who knows of any substantial reaEdith street.
son under the laws and regulations
of the interior department why such FOR SALE Snap Lots 13. 14, 16,
in block B, Simpler addition No. 2,
proof should not be allowed will be
only $600. $60 cash, balance In
given an opportunity at the above
Installments of $15 per month.
mentioned time and place to cross
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif.,
examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
or see E. H. Dunbar, 224 West
of that submitted by claimant.
Gold avenue.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
LOST.
Register.
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
LOST A gold filigree chain,
Willi
turquoise setting.
Finder please
NOTICE FOH PCBLICATION.
leave at this office and receive reward.
Department of the Interior,
Land LOST Lady's 7i k" umbrella, wi t ri
Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
sterling silver and pearl handle,
Dec. 29. 1906.
with name Mrs. J. A. Bngarth enNotice is hereby given that Santigraved on handle. Finder please
ago Oriego of Carpenter, N. M., has
return to 415 South High and
filed notice of his Intention to make
reward of $2.
final five-yeproof In support of
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
8TRAYED.
10,301 made Nov. 20, 1906, for the STRAYED January 17, one Jersey
1
2,
SH NEU and lots
Section
and
cow; branded open H. Return to
3, Township
N., Range 6 E.. and
1500 South John street. Mr. P. M.
proof
said
that
will be made before
Gavin.
H. W. S. Otero. United States Court
FOU..D.
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
M., on Feb. 6. 1907.
A
FOUND
wheel. near Uarelas.
He names the following witnesses
Owner call 1907 South Second St.
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz: THE
BUILDING
AND IiOAN ASSOCIATION.
Venceslado Oriego, Salomon Grle-gThe
Building
Dario Chavez and J. R. Carpenand
Loan Association of Albuquerque, thj
ter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
pioneer
association of the southwest,
MANUEL ,R. OTERO.
has rounded out nineteen full years
Register.
of successful business life, producing
results highly remunerative
to its
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
stockholders, large and small alike.
Department of the Interior,
It has paid back to stockholders
Land
Office at .Santa Fe, N. M.
more than half a million dollars, is
distinctively a home Institution, govDec. 29, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that Lucio erned by the stockholders, araonj
Ortega of Chilill, N. M.. has filed no- whom are some of Albuquerque.)
tice of his Intention to make final best business men.
five-yeA new series has just been placed
proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No. on sale, payable $1.00 per share per
6,702 made Dec. 10. 1901. for the month, commencing with the presWH NE4 and EV4 NW, Section ent month.
12. Township 8 N., Range 6 E.. and
If you are interested in putting
that said proof w be made before your savings where they will earn
II. W. K. Otero. United States Court something, or would like to own your
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. home. Instead of forever paying rent,
M.. on Feb. 6, 1907.
let the secretary tell you about the
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upOffice, room 9. N... T. Armljo buil
on, and cultivation of. the land, viz:
Francisco (larcla, Estolano Ortega,
Lort-nr.RANCH EGGK.
Sanchez and Edward Carter,
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
all of Chllili, .
M.
phone Black 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
MANUEL R. OTERO.
street and Mountain road.
Register.
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
WAL.
NOTICE IX)lt PUBLICATION.
TON'S DRUG 8T0RE.
Department of the Interior.
Land
office at Santa Fe. N. M.
Sad times, these do lie. for Chancellor Day.
Dec. 29. 1906.
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Ortega of Chllili. N. M., has tiled
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
6.703 made Dec. 10. 1901. for the
W(
BWU
Section 1, WVi NW14
and NWli SWli, Section 12. Town8
ship
N., Range 6 K.. and that said
proof will be made before 11. W. S.
Otero, United States Court Commissioner, ut Albuquerque, N. M., on
Feb. 5, 1U07.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco (larcla, Estolano Ortego,
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
all of Chllili, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

For Fine

Toilet Goods

The HIGHLAND

PERSONAL-

-

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, aa low aa $10
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
your
Goods remain In
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call 'and1
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from art
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE
Finely Furnished, Fireplace,
Ilorie,
Puggy. Harness, Hay, Etc.

$3300

PHARMACY!

POR TERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

five-room-

m

GUAR-ANTEE-

two-Btor-

Gull-lerm-

o

I

ar

o,

ar

o

If1?

Try a Citizen want aavertUement.

gaii--

of Bridge.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F.St.,
N. W., Washington. D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, clalrhe.
It. W. D. Brian.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerque. N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT I.AW.
Office,
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3. Barnett building,
over O'RIelly's drug store, Automatic phone 238.
Appointments made
by mall.
Edmund .1. Alger, D. D. K.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:3
p. m. to 5 p. m.
Both phones. Appointments made by mail.
.

1

PHYSICIANS.

PR. J. It. HAYNES
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armlje
building.
JUL It. Ii. JIUST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current ana
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 115
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
6-- 8.

archTtkcts
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
building, Albuquerque,
Both phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

46-4-

7

Bar-ne-

N.

tt

M.

J. R. Farwell.
Room "2 3. N. T. Armljo building.

notary public

Thos. K. D. Mnddison.
Office' with W. B. Childers. 117
West Gold avenue.
NOTICE FOU PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior. Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
December 26, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
Gallegos of Belen. N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five year proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry Ne.
6621, made October 21, 1901, for the
NWVi. Section
2. Township
4 N,
Range 3 W, and that said proof will
be made before Jesus Luna, Probate
Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on February 7, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous renMenea nn.
on. and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Kuperto Jaramiilo, of Belen, N. M.;
Simon Serna, of Los Chaves, N. M.;
Pablo Ballejos, of Los Lunas, N. M.;
Jesus Jaramiilo y Gallego, of Belen.
N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Our ROUGH DRY work don's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
PUGILISM.
Jimmy lirltt. the famous lightweight and Champion Joe Gans have
signed articles for a fight for the
lightweight championship
of the
world and a $25,000 purse at Tona-paNevada on March 17.
A Michigan athletic club is
arranging a match between Mike
k
and Marvin Hart for ten rounds
for a purse of $2,000 and a Colorado club wants him to fight John
Wile of Chicago on the same conditions.
Jack Coxe, the Australian middleweight, who recently arrived at Los
Angeles has been matched' to fight
Jim Tremble, the colored lighter, for
ten rounds. The fight will take place
h,

Sch-rec-

January

13.

Another Australian pugilist, Charley West, a lightweight, is after a
both with Hlmmy Ford. Frank Paul
or Phil McGovern. He has great
confidence in himself and guarantees
to put his man out within the limit.
The benefit to Terry McGovern in
Philadelphia was a huge success. All
the leading sports In the country
were present. The physician In the
sanitarium in Stamford. Conn., where
Terry is confined, states that there is
little chance he will ever recover his
mind.
Bob

FiUsimnions' offer to tackle
Jim J. Jeffries again for $50,000, of
which $10.11111) would go to charity
has no foundation, but in the'fertile
brain of a sporting editor.
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FRIDAY EVENING

fin

AT

EVENING

CITIZEN.

mon1 tiara of unusual beauty completed one of the handsomest gowns
at the dinner. Mm. Roosevelt wore a
black satin gown with cut Jet ornaaffects
As she usually
mentation.
delicate shades and pastel tints the
upon
by all
contrast was remarked

-

Mrs. Roosevelt Has Made
Them Most Popular Function at White House.

Articles' of Incorporation.
The following articles of Incorporation have been filed In the office
of Territorial Secretary J. W.

,

The Copper Queen Mining & Mill
ing company.
Principal place ot
business at Honlto, Lincoln county.
Territorial agent, David W. Haines,
Capital stock, $700,000,
at Honlto.
divided Into seven hundred thousand
shares of the par value of $1 each,
commencing business with $4,650.
Object, general mlnirg and milling
business. Duration, fifty years. In
corporators, David W. Haines, of Ho
nlto; Francis M. Crockett, of Angus;
James M. Hervey, of Roswell; J. Singleton Dlggs, of Lynchburg. Va. : C.
T. Williams, of Oklahoma City, Okla.:
Isaac Brlghtman,
Charles Roach
Walter M. Morton and John L. Pca
cock, of Okmulgee, I. T.
Notary Public Appointed.
Enrique Uonzales, of Taos, Taos
county, has been appointed a notary
public by Governor Hagerman.
Granted.
The following pensions hnve been
granted:
Juan Vlctorlno Montano, Cubero,
increased pension $12 per month,
t
from October 27, 1906.
Howard Keaser, Fort Kayard, pension at the rate of $12. per month
from September 18, 1906.
inKoswell,
James H. Moore,
creased pension to $12 per month,
from October 30, 1906.
Fred J. Derwln, Fort Bayard, pen
sion at the rate of $12 per month,
from September 17, 1906.
Charles J. Staehell, Fort Bayard,
increased at $12 per month, from
December 8, 1906.
Postofllco Notes.
The following changes have been
made In the postofflces in the terri
tory of New Mexico:
Blanco, San Juan county, Wra. A.
Creager appointed postmaster.
Carter, Koosevelt county, James S.
Fraser appointed postmaster.
Postofflce has been established at
Camp Monarch, Grant county, and
Wallace Perry appointed postmaster
Postofflce has been established at
Ogle, Quay county, and S. O. Adam- son appointed postmaster.
Postofflce at Carpenter, Bernalillo
county, has been discontinued; pat
rons will be supplied from Albuquer

'Tiffs

y

ln-aa-

Wm. CHAPLIN
Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.

u

Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give yott
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
a
"11
J
aressers
win wear. Dut come in and care
fully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
hare your trade.

Wm.

the tonic properties of
choicest bops. It nourishes the whole body.
malt
Pabst eight-dagets all the good out of
the barley into the beer.
y

Pabst

has highest food value
because made from

l'alst

malt. This,
together with many exclusive features of the
I'ab&t brewing process,
gives it that rich, mellow flavor found iu no
other beer.

eight-da-

l'abst Slue Ribbon

Ileer is always pure and
clean, the most healthful t and the best to
drink. It is the beer for
your family to drink
the beer to keep on band
in your home.
Ik-i-

p1'

p)

SHOE STORE

121 RAILROAD AVE.
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Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Hot

RELIEVES PAin.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

;

EASY TO REACH.

CURES

DNEY AILM4NTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Springs

$200,000.

But, of course, these are only

few of many notable collections.

a

Wise Coudm-- t ron. tlie South.
"I want to give some valuable ad

I

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

FIRST

8m Santa Fe Agent for
trip rates, good for thirty day.

ut

I New Mexico

4C4JK4044K4X4

I

to those who suffer ith lame
back and kidney trouble," says J. R.
Blankenshlp, of Beck, Tenn. "I have
proved to an absolute certainty that
Electric Bitters will positively cure
The first
this distressing condition.
bottle gave me great relief and after
taking a few more bottles, I was completely cured; so completely that it
becomes a pleasure to recommend
this great remedy." Sold under guarantee by all druggists. TrlaV 60c.
vice

CAME FROM

e.

DlueRibboa

-

0,

Diamond Dazzled Dames
oooooocoooooooaoco

in the food
elements of Pabst exclumalt and
sive eight-da-

CHAPLIN-

$30,000, a necklace of the same Jew
els worth $26,000 and a bowknot of
rubies and emeralds worth $10,000.
Mrs. Oeo. Gould has a collection of
jewels which are estimated at $480,-00of which $20,000 worth are rings.
One so tare ruby Is valued at $7,000,
The most valuable piece Is a diamond
and ruby necklace worth $$5,000.
The Vanderbllt family owns $4.- 000,000 worth of Jewels. Mrs. Alfred
Qwynee
Vanderbllt
added about
$100,000 worth. of diamonds to the
family collection. Including a necklace valued at $80,000.
Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney
has
two enormous diamond tiaras, one
valued at $40,000 and five costly aig- rets and comb worth $10,000. The
gem of her collection Is a necklace
worth $30,000.
Mrs. Bradley-Marti- n
has jewels val
ued at over $500,000, some experts
claiming that It Is the finest collection
owned by any American woman. The
most notable piece Is a diamond
breastplate which covers the front
bodice, literally clothing
of a low-cthe owner with jewels. It is valued
at $10,000. A collection of tiara.
necklaces, bracelets and pins of careat
fully matched stones Is valued

one-fift-

HEAVEN TO DO GOOD
Sheriff Jack White left Pboenix,
taking with him an Insane patient,
who will be registered at the territorial asylum under the name of John
Doe, as it was impo8sible for either
the Judge ot the probate court or
the examining board to find out from
him his name or very much about
him, says the Tombstone Prospector.
He is a white man of middle age and
was picked up at Bowie by Deputy
Sheriff Prultt, who had seen him In
that locality for the past few weeks.
He is laboring under a religious man-lHe stated that he came from
Heaven to Ash Fork In 1901 and
since that time had spent most of his
time In traveling through Arizona,
Texas and New Mexico, burying and
transferring all the slaves that were
over 2,000 years of age. He also had
a mania for chasing children, stating
that he wished to catch them and
save them from going to hell and
being burned. He states that he Is
a medium of happiness and comes
from Heaven to do good.
He has
been confined in the county Jail for
about ten days on a charge of vag
rancy. At the time he was put Into
Jail It was thought by the authorities
that he was slightly unbalanced and
only temporarily, being caused by
drunkenness or the effects of some
drug, but the longer he was confined
the worse he became. The examination before Drs. Hughart and
Koons disclosed the real nature of
the case.

1

All Other Shoes at 10

five-eigh- ts

It is rich

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

five-eigh- ts

ts

With Your Meals

1

three-fourth-

Topics

Drink Pabst Beer

!

1

Territorial

HE

yearly and open .season
with new goods.

m

The Name

tact-fulnes-

SAYS

Is to clean up stock once

j:

San Francisco. Cal., Jan. 22. My
experience In showing more than
30,000 visitors through the great Lick
telescope, on the Saturday evenings
of nine years, led me to the concluRECEPIIOHEFRESIENTS
sion, confirmed again and again, that.
while substantially everybody la eag
er to acquire astronomical knowledge
yet the fundamental facts of the
Some Costumes Worn By Fashion
science are known to comparatively
few. For example, a small majority
Leaders at Diplomatic Dinners
could tell me the difference between
Recently In Washington.
planet and a star, but those who
had a fair comprehension of the solar
system were rare Indeed.
By Catherine Allnian.
A subject grander than the solar
Washington, January 22.
system would be difficult to find and.
The White House musicals,
as it is also the natural starting
rated by the present mistress
point In the study of astronomy. I
winning
of the executive mansion, are
shall hope so to describe It that all
esorved distinction and fame. Inwho read with care will have a good
vitations are eagerly sought, and perIdea of the system and of Its relation tiny that, If they were all united In
sons high up In "court" are besieged
one body, It would be much smaller
o other celestial systems.
with requests to obtain the coveted
than the earth. Next, draw a circle
sun
The
one
is
of
sea.
ordinary
the
cards. After the formal official
s
of
radius four and
stars,
comparable
in
size
subRooBevelt
and
son Is fully launched, Mrs.
Inches
Saturn,
for
his
ring
wonderful
stance
100,000.000
alwith
the
other system and his ten moons. The period
give a series of these musicals,
sturs visible in our telescopes.
ways an Friday evenings; the number
It of Saturn In 29 Vs years. Let another
seems larger and brighter and hotter
of guests Is limited with regard to
than other stars because we are rela- circle be drawn with radius nine and
individual comfort, and the spacious
Inches as the orbit of
tively so very close to it. The earth
memoId mansion with its historic
His
s a member of its family. The sun's Uranus and his four moons.
ries of bygone, as well as of present
Is
years. Draw now a cir84
period
stupendous gravitational power com
Klorles.Vs seen at Its best on these de
cle
with radius of fifteen inches to
pels the eight major planets Mer
lightful occasions. Musicians of the
cury, Venus, Earth Mars, Jupiter, represent the orbit of Neptune, achighest skill entertain the guests and
companied
by his one moon. He reSaturn, Uranus, Neptune and the
it la safe to say that these functions
quires
165 years to complete his cirmany
any
or
of
given
hundreds
planets,
at
minor
to
are the most popular
revolve around it, at various ins cuit around the sun.
the White House.
Let me repeat, the real orbits
tances, In orbits nearly circular.
W e are accustomed to regard the whjch deviate only slightly from clr
Everybody has been waiting to see
whether Mrs. Nicholas Itongworth
earth as a fairly large body. In com cles, except that Mercury's ellpse Is
parison with Just the small Irpuny quite elongated; but for present purwould make the "first" calls, which
aa wife of a congressman, she owed
are the works of man. A mighty na- poses circles are abundantly close to
to those, even the tiniest notch hlghe
tion must labor ten years to cut a the truth.
Rhlp's channel through the little ridge
Note now a remarkable fact: the
in officialdom. Many predicted Bhe
would take refuge behind her rela
at Panama, which rises only 400 feet eight major planets and the 600 lit
tionship to the president to overdo
above the sea. Now the sun Is so tie planets are all revolving around
vast that If It were a hollow shell of the sun in one and the same direc
the tiresome round, but the little lady
is too much of a politician for any
the same size, more than a million lion, ana very nearly in the same
such fatal blunder. Quietly, but like
could be poured Into It and the plane. On the reduced scale of the
earths
spaces between the balls would still drawing the diameter of the system
her distinguished parent, very quickly, she has made some two hundred
Is but thirty Inches.
So nearly do
remain unoccupied.
calls which confronted her, and hav- que.
average distance of the earth the orbits lie in one plane that a
The
ing cast In her lot with the congresfrom the sun Is 93,000,000 miles. An round box thirty Inches In diameter
sional set, she haB gracefully caught ARIZONA URL HAS
express train running DO miles per and only one Inch deep would con
TKOl'MiKS OF IIFR OWN hour, day
up the reins of leadership, and it is
after day, and year after tain the small scale system, and all
The troubles of the yourig Prince year, without
believed, she will revolutionise the
making a stop, would the bodies would make their revolu
Robert de Broglle of Paris, who mar require 210 years
social stutus of Mrs. Congressman.
to carry a celestial tions entirely within this shallow
rled Estelle Alexander of Tucson, Art passenger from one
to the box; except that a few of the aster
zona,
against his father's will In the other. The outermost body
Mr. Ijonfrwortli Called First.
planet
of the olds would be carried a short distance
ago,
by
ladies
assisted
French consul's office In Chicago, are system. Neptune, Is thirty times
A few days
as alternately above and below It.
gave
circle,
she
congressional
yet
Disgusted
not
at his far from the sun as we are, and the
at an end.
of the
There are good reasons why all the
to
Needless
to
clinging
a delightful at home.
son's
the woman
star Is 9,000 times as far away planets should revolve In one direcsay, her parlors were thronged, and Prince Aindee de Broglle, the young nearest
Neptune. These distances are too tion and nearly In the same plane
although It may be pleblan to admit man's father, has brought an action as
great
for human comprehension. Let and these will be stated In a later
s.
appreciated
court,
her
demanding the
It, her visitors
before the civil
- Paper.
We must also postpone oon
In having her wedding gifts annulment of the marriage on the us sketch the sun's family on a mlnsideratlon
of the few comets and the
scale.
lature
say
to
safe
is
exhibition,
It
on
ground of two Irregularities, which he
for
Near the center of a large sheet of myriads of smalt meteoric bodies
few of her guests had been "among says were committed In the consul's paper
which
revolve around the sun and
make an exceedingly small dot
those present" at her marriage, and it office In Chicago.
to represent the sun. WHlg this as therefore belong to Its system.
is almost superfluous to add, that all
a
one-haHow completely Is our system Isolf
center draw a faint circle,
the ladles were secretly longing to
Inch radius, to represent the orbit, lated In space. The nearest known
see the many beautiful things she had
In which the earth, accompanied by star our system's nearest neighbor
the good fortune to receive on that
is 275,000 times as far away as the
Its moon our moon resolves around
happy occoslon.
the sun once per year. On the same sun. On the small scale of our sketch
h
scale, a circle of radius
of which reduces 93,000,000 mlfes to
No More Itlg Dinners.
an inch Is approximately the orbit In half an Inch, on this same reduced
The. ladles of the cabinet have
which Mercury completes a revolu- scale, the nearest star, Alpha Cen
plunged Into the rush, and are now
tion in '88 days. The corresponding taurl, would be more than two miles
holding their official receptions on
orbit of Venus, period 225 days, will away. The next nearest star, No
Wednesday of each week and will MURDERER IIUNfi AT
of an Inch 21,185 In Lalande's catalogue, would
KINGMAN LAST FRIDAY be of radius three-eighcontinue to do so for thu rest of tha
C. C. Leigh was hanged Friday In Beyond the earth's orbit draw a cir- be more than three miles in another
season. The dainty tea table with
three-fourtof an Inch, direction; and so on. The furthest
wafer and attenuated sandwiches has the jail yard at Kingman, Ariz., for cle of radius
succeeded the loaded tables groaning the murder of Jennie Bauters, a wo which Mars, with his two diminutive star visible in our telescopes would be
with dainties and good things and the man of the half world, at Goldroad moons, follows once around In 687 several thousand miles away, on this
hostess and her receiving party are In September, 1906. As he was be days. Draw another circle of two and miniature scale. The actual dls
Inches radius for Jupiter tances in space may be obtained by
no longer deserted In the drawing lng led to the scaffold he suddenly
room while greedy guests regale weakened and fell against the sharp and his seven moons. His period of multiplying these figures by the num
themselves with salads and frappes In edge of one of the jail cells, a great revolution is a little less than twelve ber of half Inches in 93,00,000 miles.
All the stars including our own
the dining room. Under the old cus. gash being cut in his head and ret' years. In the broad space between
torn cabinet hostesses were obliged to derlng him partially unconscious. Mars and Jupiter, more than 600 star are In motion. Speeds of every
came
smilingly welcome people who
The officers carried him to the scat small planets, or asteroids, are moving size between 0 and 60 miles per sec
for the sole purpose of obtaining a fold and held him up while adjust In a great variety of ellptlc orbits, ond are quite common, yet how re
practically
lng the noose and cap. His neck was A,ho8e. periods) of revolution vary mote and almost impotwlble are the
square meal and who were
from less than two to more than chances for collision between two
unknown either to the hostess or the broken by the drop.
eight years. These asteroids are so celestial bodies.
ladies receiving, but there are few
A
IN
CHECK
ARTIST
now Indeed who would run the risk
TI1K TOILS AT TOMBSTONE
of imposing themselves and being
Albert II. Wolerton Is again In the
snubbed for the sake of tea and watolls, says the Prospector.
Bat
fers.
short while since he was liberated
county
from
at
Tombstone,
the
Jail
Some Vasdilonablo Toilets.
Some of the costums worn at the after having served seven months for
diplomatic dinner recently given at obtaining money under false pre
the White House are worthy or note. tense, his method of financing being
The Baroness von Hengelmuller, who the floating of checks without money
is a beautiful woman, was splendid in in bank to liquidate the face values.
a Viennese creation of the palest yel His field of operation was Douglas.
Since his release from incarceration
low satin, the low cut waist embelIn Tomb
lished In embroidery of the same Wolerton has remained
tone, and finished with a scarf like stone, following the vocation of minttirry fnfi.
trimming of white lace caught at thJ er, his conduct prophesying for him
breast with a large pink rose. Miss a good future, but last Sunday even
robe of ing the check writing mania took
Haucre wore an elaborate
pale gray satin, embroidered in sil possession of him and his paper was
ver with a touch of black about the honored by our citizens, but the bank
bodice. Mrs. Townsend, who later In upon which It was drawn discredited
the evening was hostess at a dance at It. Wolerton had decamped. But the
avenue sleauths of the law located him In
lier home on Massachusetts
wore a gown of blue brocade with ar Douglas, returned him to the scene
tistic touches of point luce. A dia of his financial depravity, and today
he pleaded guilty as charged and
Judge McFarland sentenced him to
six months In the county jail and Imposed a fine of $20.

TEA AND WAFERS ARE THE

C

I

OFFICIAL MATTERS

CAPITAL

PACK THIttdE.

New York, Jan.
22.
The opera within the last five years the deman
season is In full suing and so is the for the gems has Increased so enorgorgeous display of Jewels by New mously as to call attention to the
York's rich women. In und out of the fact that several New York families
400.
own collections which rival the crown
Every night at the Manhattan op- Jewels of many reigning monarch.
era house, where Melba and the other
Mrs. Clarence Mackay has one sapstars are singing, millions of dollars phire which alone U valued at $150,-00of gems sparkle in the audience. .
of an Inch in
It is four-tentOn the flint nitiit of her appear- diameter.
She also has diamonds
ance, Mme. Melba wore $500,000 that cost over $100,000.
worth of Jewelry and It is estimated
Mrs. J. J. Astor has a collection
that the wumen in the boxes carried containing $135,000 worth of dia$50,000,000 more.
monds and sapphires. It includes a
New York has become the great diamond crown worth $50,000, a tiara
diamond market of the world, and of diamond!) and emeralds
worth
0.

Foundry and

Albuquerque

Machine Works

P. HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass CaatUrt; Or, Coal and Lmmfcor Can; VkiMmmL
FoUeyg, Grade Bars, Bakklt Motal; Colunma
Iram Vraart St
BuUdlngt.
Ropmlrn on Mining mnd mill Mmehlnory m Uplmtty
ronndry
aid at railroad traak.
AJkaqBaraa, n. sa.
m.
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FORT BAYARD, N. M., JAN. 17.
for
Sealed proposals In triplicate
sinking and walling a brick well 15
HAD
GOVERNOR
feet in diameter, 45 feet deep' at this
post, will be received here until 11a.
1907, and
m., February 17,
then
NARROW ESCAPE opened.
furnished on
Information
application.
United States reserves
IKOM
HIS HORSK-- f right to accept or reject any or all
TllltOWN
proposals or any part tnereor. enWHICH FFXL. INTO ARROYO
velopes containing proposals should
AND FOltCKD TO WALK
be endorsed: "Proposals for sinking
SIX MILKS TO CITY.
and walling well." and addressed to
fjovernor Hagerman
narrowly es- Capt. S. 1. Vestal, Quartermaster.
caped serious Injury Sunday morning, when a horse he was riding fell Dangers of a Cxltl and How to Avoid
with him, unseating him and pitching
Them.
him Into an arroyo.
More fatalities have their origin In
Accompanied by R. C. Oortner, or result from a cold than from any
flovemor Hagerman went for a ride other cause. This fact alone Bhould
in the mountains northeast of Santa make people more careful as there is
Fe. There was considerable Ice and no danger whatever from a cold when
snow along the trail and the pony it Is properly treated In the beginning.
upon which the governor was mount- For many years Chamberlain's Cough
ed slipped and fell forcibly to the Remedy has been recognized as the
ground.
The animal In struggling most prompt and effectual medicine
to maintain a foothold, slipped over In UHe for this disease. It acts on nathe edge of a bank Into an arroyo, ture's plan, loosens the cough, rethrowing the governor but fortunate- lieves the lungs, opens the secretions
ly not Injuring him beyond a few and aids nature In restoring the sysslight bruises and cuts.
tem to a healthy condition. Sold by
For fear the pony would roll on all druggists.
him, the governor gave the animal a
MEN AND WOMEN.
dig with his Bpurs and scrambling to
Cm htm W for onti.tural
its feet, the horse ran away. It has
diKhncM.mflftiuu.tiunt,
not been found and as It Is quite wild,
trrilititoua or uluwrtiioua
UHW4
at mucous D.nibr.DM.
considerable difficulty is expected In
finOll. follltW. P.i n u. . n if nut .al r.n .
the pony. Mr. Gortner
liHtM3bKUIiCl(a.
soiMBoua.
f ant or by
loaned his pony to a man and etnt
DranliU,
tu Sr oraula!
Id
aaot
plain vrappai
runaway
and
He
horse.
the
him after
r.p.id. lor
I
r
aiaraaa,
A.
Si 00. or 1 botil
the governor then walked six miles
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the popular
Mr. AugUHt Sherpe,
$r V? it 1t M A h V L W h rl n g i ,ray
overseer of the poor at Fort MadiHon,
la., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pill
are rightly named; they act more
agreep.bly, do more good and make
ono feel better than any other laxative." Guaranteed to cure bilioustIt
!'" WoT
2oc at all drug
ness and constipation.
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COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
StLSO
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
0
Sft-5-

WOOD
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
$2.25 AND S2.7S

John

Beaven

S.

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Price
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes.
c
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

408 W$1 Railroad Awuam
COMING

EVENTS

January 28 Paul Gilmore, la Ysit
to
Fetiruary 1 'e'Auz
Kichara.
Third, ty John Grffitb.
February 5 Slg HopklDS.
February 6 Messenger 3oy.
February 9 Creton Clarke-- .
February 11 Julius
Caesar by
Charles Haoford.
March 14 Tbe County CuaJrwAa
(
This i tao buuuer performauc
the feasou.
Give us your ROUGH DRV work.
Monday, and get it back Wwdutmlai.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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MUCH THE SAME HERE

Governor Hagerman's recommendation for the abol
ishment of the bureau of immigration In, his message to
legislative assembly Is not well taken
the thirty-sevent- h
and will not be approved by the people of the territory,
especially those who know something of the good which
the bureau has accomplished. It was organized something like twenty-fiv- e
years ago and received the approval and commendation of every governor of New
Mexico from that time up to the present.
The work ol
.the bureau has also been highly commended by nine out
ot ten of the newspapers of the territory.
Railroad
managers, general passenger agents and other railroad
officials, having much to do with immigration and having the advancement of the territory in view, because
tweh advancement benefits their Interests, will also differ
very materially from Governor Hagerman.
The cost
of the publications of the bureau, considering their
literary merit, the proofreading and other incidental expenses, and the cost of printing and publishing them, !s
small, compared with their value und the good their distribution has accomplished for the Sunshine territory.
Of course, the governor has a right to express his views
upon the subject, but the legislative assembly also has
the right as well as the duty to act as It ueems best
fer the commonwealth, regardless of the views of the
executive.

CHURCH, CLUB AND
UtlAL MEETINGS

jj

The sultan of Morocco may be the head of a backward nation and the source of anxiety to the world's
powers, but he Is an expert at fine writing and the
donation of literary boquets. This Is proved by a personal letter Just received by President Roosevelt from
the sultan.
It was forwarded in a red jdush andf
beautifully decorated case by Minister Gummere, who
had recently returned from the caravan Journey to Fes.
The letter Itself Is In classic Arabic, and the translation is as follows:
Written In our holy court at Fez, 7th, Shoual, 134
(November 24, 190.)
In the name of God, the clement, the merclfu!.
There is neither power nor might but In God the exalted, the Almighty.
To the beloved, the most cherished, the exalted
the most gracious friend, most honored and excellent
president of the United States of 'America, who Is the
pillar of Its great Influences and the director of Its most
of
Important affairs, the most celebrated preserver
the ties of true friendship, to the faithful friend, The'
odore Roosevelt.
After offering praise to God the Almighty, and
powerful, the King of Kings, the helpful Lord, we have
received your kind letter expressing your good will and
(rue love which dwells in the secret recesses of the
heart, and approaching the wise Samuel R. Gummere as
minister plenipotentiary of your respected nation, in
our holy country, who as yof well said is possessed
of perfect knowledge of the ties of friendship existing between the two nations, and of a desire to Increase the same.
As you request, we receive the minister with great
satisfaction and welcome, and accordingly bestow upon
him our complete confidence In everything he may present to us on behalf of your excellency and on behalf
of your great nation, at the same time highly appreciating your prayers on our behalf. We are certain of
these relations of amity and of the purest, strongest
love which we hope will continue to Increase.
This Is certainly smooth and flowing, and contrasts
strongly with the recent examples of letter writing
furnished by the white house. It breathes piety and
VVV
sincerity, high motives, dignity and friendship.
can fancy the sultan winking at the ladies of the lmrem
as he read It to them. If ever the sultan wants to
quit the caliphate and try his luck In this country, we
know where he can make a bushel of money in the
taffy business. St. Joe News.

Business Manager.

The personal tax lists for 1807 reveal an old familiar and pitiful state of poverty as still prevalent among
the rich In little old New York, says the Las Vegas Optic.
It appears that the city has but live real millionaires to
Its name, so far as personal property Is concerned, Mr.
Carnegie standing at the heud with $5,000,000, and being
followed In irder of assessment by John D. Rockefeller
tl,500,000), Airs. Russell Sage ($2,000,000), Alice O.
Vanderbllt and William K. Vanderhllt ($1,000,000 each.)
William Rockefeller's meager portion is $350,000
and H. H. Rogers' Is $50,000 less, showing that Standard
Oil Is a gay deceiver ever and plays favorites unblush-inglAugust Belmont clings to u lonesome $100,000,
only $29,000 more than the Hannah Ellas assessment,
while Oliver H. P. Belmont, having no subway to give
the wolf access to his door, has to pay on $200,000.
According to these published figures, J. Pierpont
Morgan, the thunderer of high finance, has backed wltn
$400,000 his bull raid on the art treasures of all Europe.
IX Willis Jones, who Is not known ever to have Morgan-eere- d
a continent. Is assessed for the same sum, which
happens to be twice the allotment falling to Jacob H.
Shift and four times that of James Stillman. But Mr.
Ktillman's doctors' bills have probably been very heavy
of late.
The Rev. Dr. Morgan at $80,000 Is $5,000 better
than John E. Parsons, of the Sugar trust. Major Rich
rd T. Wilson invites compassion In the $50,000 class.
And how In the world does Charles G. (Sates muster
nerve to "bet a million" when $50,000 is his acknowl
edged equipment, and his father's Is only $250,000?

g
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In his Weekly Financial Ucvlew, dated last Saturday, Henry Clews, the New York hanker and financial
writer, makes the following startling: statements:
Financial conditions have undergone little chnngo
And the situation remains perplexing, In spite of very
smtisfactoiy conditions outside of the stock market.
There Is no gainsaying the fact that the undertone of
the market Is wcuk. and that, notwithstanding frequent
rallies, encouraged by those having stocks to sell and
by the development of an Increasing short Interest, the
prevailing tendency of the market Is downwards.
e
point of view. It Is dltllcult
From the
There Is alto1o see how this could be otherwise.
gether too muuh truth In the recetit assertion of Mr.
4. J. Hill that the railroad facilities of the country ari
Mr. Hill
totally Inadequate for present requirements.
Is authority for the statement that American railroads
will need $3,500.0(10,000 spent upon them during the
next nve years. This Is at the rate of 1, 100,000.000 per
year. Quite singularly enough, this latter sum nearly
equals the amount already Issued, or Intended to be Issued during the t urrcnt year; since figures have been
published which show the amounts recently authorized
and Issued to have reached about $ 1,000,000,000. This
week Northwest announced a stock Issue of $25,000,000.
Chesapeake & Ohio Is expected to shortly come Into the
market with an. Important Issue of short time notes, ons
of the favorite means of raising railroad capital under
present adverse conditions.
Another report Is tht
Southern Hallway will shortly arrange for $50,000,000 ot
new cupital. Atchison is said to be in need of $50,000,- 00; while Erie. New York Central, New
ork. New
Haven & Hartford, Lehigh Valley, Seaboard Air Une,
Pittsburg & lake Erie, Canadian Pacific, l?reat Northern
and other roads all promise to soon come Into the marAdded to
ket with heavy demands for new capital.
such requests are those coming from some of our big
Industrial concerns. Among such are American Woolen
company, American Telephone & Telegraph, the Mackay
companies. National Carbon company and many others.
Jt will thus be seen that we have to face very unusual
demands for new capital from strong concerns with Imperative necessities behind them; and these will be enforced at the expense of weaker concerns If necessary.

The Woodmen's Circle held Its

F. H. STRONG

I
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FURNITURE

reg-

ular meeting this afternoon at

Odd

Fellows' hall.
A meeting of the Women's
Relief
Corps was held at Red Men's hall
this afternoon.
The HlghlandMethodlst
church
will have a "novelty box" social tonight at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. McCoy, 716 South Edith street.
A special communication of Temple Lodge No.
A. F. and A. M. will
be held tonight at 7:80 o'clock. Work
In the E. A. degree. By order of the
W. M. J. c. Ferger, secretary.
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Trlpple Link Rebekah lodge No.
will meet this evening at 7:30 at
Odd Fellows' hall.
Installation of
officers.
All members requested to
attend. Jas. H. Colllster, secretary.
10,

There will be a regular met ting of
Albuquerque lodge No. 461, B. P. O.
E., on Wednesday evening, Jan. 23, at
the Elks' lodge rooms. Initiation and
lunch. Roy McDonald, secretary.
Th Six O'cloc k club of the Brotherhood of St Paul will meet Thursday
evening, Jan. 24.
Professor Hodgln
will read a
paper on "Juvenile
Courts." Supper served at 6:30. Attendance limited to men.
At last night's meeting of the Fraternal Brotherhood lodge In Elks'
hall the following officers were Installed:
President Dr. J. N. Patchln.
Vice President
Mrs. E. M. Whit-so-

I

WiOT
55

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

Wilis

it i

3HsV HUM!.
ii f

--

SOLOMON LUNA,

msj

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer

aid Maa(er

n.

,

Secretary

t

Miss Ethel Bralnard.

Treasurer

Frank Ackerman.
Chaplain Mrs. M. Albers.
Several new members were initiated, the Installation
and initiation
ceremonies being conducted by Past
President Frank Hopping and Supreme Deputy Mrs. J. Hancock, the
latter arriving from San Francisco,
and who expects to remain here for
some time In the Interest of the local
lodge. After the ceremonies all were
to a bountiful lunch, prepared.
8 Invited
HOW AIR TAKES PLACE
under the directions of Sisters Butler
und
OF BROOM IN CLEANING 8 TheWhltson.
Fraternal Brotherhood Is again
showing active life and under the
efficient leadership of the new offiWere the thrifty Dutch housewife of New Amster- cers
In a short time expects to redam by some metempsychosis permitted to revisit the gain the envied
position held here a
New York of today, and were she to stroll through few years ago. of having the largest
any of the restVlental districts where the better class membership of any lodge in the city.
of our population makes its home, she would be great
ly astonished to see In front of many of these residen
ces wagons with long lines of hose attached.
And DUKE CITY'S NEW BAND
were she, with an Inqulsltlveness very natural, to pur
sue the subject of her Investigation still further, she
IN PUBLIC REHEARSAL
would notice that the lines of hose were lost to view
through an open window of the residence.
If the good woman had ever seen such a thing she AI'PRKCIATIVK
CROWD TAXES
would, no doubt, conclude that the house was on fire,
SEATING CAPACITY OF THE
g
and that the queer contrivance
on the
ii i:norAKTK.its on (mm.ii
street was some sort of a modern lire engine. ltut
AVENUE.
the average New York woman has ceased to marvel at
The American. Lumber company
the new system of vacuum cleaning, and most of the band headquarters on Cold avenue
male population are quite' accustomed to see on their were thronged with a crowd of visittravels in the business sections whole office floors being ors last night, which taxed the seatcleaned by vacuum suction, without the laying of a ing capacity of the new benches probroom or dust brush to the carpeted floors and wood- vided for the public. The occasion
was the first regular public rehearsal I
work.
of
the band.
InCharles Kaiser of Brooklyn, New York, Is the
the new musical organization
ventor and patentee of a rotary vacuum pump and air hasThat
made a favorable impression upcompressor. Expert engineers who have inspected this on the
people of Albuquerque was
Invention and seen it in actual operation, proclaim it evidenced by the upplnuse which
to be one of the most remarkable wonders. That the greeted the band after the rendition
claims made for it by Its Inventor are but too modest of each of
numbers on the program, which appears below.
Is testified to by severnl of the experts who are backThose
who are familiar with music will recing the venture.
the high class of material
Students of mechanical problems and practical en- ognize
which the band offers.
Mr. Ellis is
gineers have been at work for years on the problem to
be congratulated upon the perfect
of discovering a rotary pump that would be adjustable. control he exercises In directing the
Many claims have been made on as many different ro- organization, which Is composed of
tary pumps that have only proved white elephants to the best talent available.
Announcement of future public rethe manufacturer.
Mr. Kaiser is an Austrian, whose name has been hearsals by the band will appear In
time in the columns of The
prominently associated with the manufacture of the due
Evening Citizen.
Whitehead torpedo and a number of Inventions, among
Tlw Program.
them being a turbine engine which has already had March "Gate City"
..Weldon
considerable notice.
"Immozetta," Mexican Gypsy Dance
Although It were useless to enumerate the many
Barnard
purposes to which the Kaiser pump can be put It "Poet and Peasant" Overture . . Suppe
might be said In passing that a vacuum cleaning con- "Daisies" From Floral Suite C. ...
lleudix
cern In New York City has already In use forty of these
pumps, und a number of them have been Installed In March "Colossus of Columbia". .
Alexander
the homes of wealthy residents of thhat city. The Polka "I'itter Patter"
Brooke
Harry
Whitney
and
Vanderbllt,
of
W.
P.
G.
Jr.,
homes
Faust (Selection!
Gounod
Austin G. Fox have been equipped with the Kaiser Intermezzo "Whistle" .... Copeland
pump in connection with a cleaning and sweeping sys- Waltzes "Sur la Mer" . . Vereeckecen
Pryor
tem which has already met Vlth the approval of a "Itazzazza Mazazzu"
large number of the managers of some of our largest "Star Spangled Banner' . . Arranged
hostelrles, and superintendents of the big ofllce buildings. It has been found that the pump can be run at
any sped up to 700 R. P. M. and at the same time is DEATH OF MRS. ANNA
N
absolutely noiseless in operation.
D. WRIGHT LAST NIGHT
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See Ours

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

chug-chuggin-

te

NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Gloml, Vice President

AH Goods Are New And

V";

f ot Thl Month

$6

Successors to

i

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKmALK DKALmif IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wa

Boy's fine overcoats. .. .S

3.75
$14.50

$25 Men's overcoats
$20 Men's suits, good as

made
$14 business suits for
Elegant Dadies fur for

t

$12.50

....$
....$

8.75
4.75

E. M AH ARAM
S16 W

Railroad Ava.
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Wright, aged 59
and the mother of .Mrs. George
McLandress, died at 1 o'clock this
morning at the home of her
Dr. McUindress, No. 1100 West
Hallroad avenue.
The deceased came here from her
home In Hay City, Mich., about two
months ago, for a visit to her daughter und also for her heulth, and after
her visit here Intended to continue
on to the sea coast resorts of south
ern California, In the hope of receiv
ing benefits for her failing health.
For the llrst month here she Improved und hopes were entertained
that it would be continued, but sh2
commenced failing ugain anl the
awful summons, announcing the dissolution of life, came at the hour
mentioned.
The deceased was tho wife of Hon.
Hamilton M. Wright, u prominent attorney of Hay City, Mich., and she
had traveled extensively, not only In
this country, but throughout Europe.
Private funerul services will be
held at the residence, No. 1100 West
Kallroad avenue, tomorrow afternoon, at 2: 30 o'clock, Hev. Cooiier
olllclaling.
be
will
The remains
shipped to Pay Cily, Mich., for
Mrs. Anna

D.

s
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Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe, t.
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayera Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article M received by us from the best Vineries.
DlBtllleries and Breweries in the United Stat a. CU and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Prlee Hist,
Issued to dealers only.

A. D. Johnson

Humphrey

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with

Half of

fr
GENERAL

Cheap,
Economical.

MKAR GOLD AND 9KVCNTH
AUTO. RHONE NO, SOB
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COMPANY.
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Attend the great January cluaranc
garments besale of ready-to-weginning Thursday, January 24th, at V
a. in., and lasting six days.
Entire stock of cloaks, suits, rain
coats, petticoats, skirts, muslin underwear, nil kinds of waists, klmniia.
house sacques, lounging robes, sweat
ers, children's dresses, nil kinds of in
fants' wear will, be placed on sale at
lower prices than manufacturers'
cost,

m

Special bargains in Topsy hosiery
and Warner's corsets.
The new spring dress goods have
arrived and will bo on sule at special
reduced prices.
Thurtfduy.
at the
Ue member,
. It Golden Itule Dry Goods company.
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Simple,

CONTRACTOR

son-in-la-

Till! t.OI.KI

TreastrtT,

Consolidated Liquor Company
:L

Stylish.
Prlee Cut lor

Ctau. Mellnl, SocreUrr

O. Bacbechl,
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The governor's message Is certainly long and exhaustive. Ho seems to have treated on nearly everyGOOD RESULTS AS SECURED
thing except the California school question. It reminds
Oils writer of an anecdote related by Hourke Cockran.
BY ONLY ONE CONGRESSMAN
A lawyer at an afternoon term of court axjtcd the Judge
to MMH a case called and in which he was an attorney,
X)OOOOCsO0000000000000000XX
on the ground that he had just finished an exhaustive
Perhaps not one act of a congressman- - in ninny
speech in the forenoon and did not feel able to take up years' has brought such quick results us ihe Investigathe new case so soon. His request was granted; but the tion speech of Victor Murdock on the weighing of the
attorney in the t case called also desired his case be mulls. In u recent editorial In the Tongko Canital the
passed. "What," asked the Judge, "are you exhausted, manner of weighing and charging as well as the sav
too?" "Yes." renlied the Secotlit l.iuvur "I listen., to ing Is explained as follows:
my friend's speech In the forenoon." The Citizen feara
Kansas people who have not kept track of this
ine iwo lawyers may he taken as representative of 111 controversy should inform themselves about It, since
governor arid hi reader.
It is the most remarkable
Individual service; in the
way of economy in the government, ever performed
The C'iti.tii liiarlily congratulates 111.- - cily council by a man in public life. The system of weighing the
on Its action luxt nitjlit in abuting the ditch nuisance. malls has been to take the gross weights for a numThis same ditch, from the beginning of the life of A- ber of successive days (say SO) once every four years
lbuquerque to the present time, has been the banc of tile on every line having a mail contract with the governIty's existence. It ban been unsightly, offensive and u ment, (in the basis of this gross weight contracts are
constant uienme to health, ii is doubtful whether It made for the four succeeding years. The mails are
could ever hae been made otherwise.
Now lit the not weighed right along, but, as stated, once every
be
council
of
the
orders
carried out at once. Itcinovo four years. In tills weighing the carriers have worked
the bridges, fill In Ihe streets ami have proper!) holders a game on the government because while the mail carthoroughly 1111 the ditch through their premises; am! ried on Sundays has been weighed for the SO days,
all this should be pushed to tile earliest possible com- to strike the average, Sundays have been omitted from
pletion. Then will the cily authorities be In condition the number of days by which the total weights have
to construct u system of stotn'i water drainage; hut not been divided to find the average dully weight. Supposing u weight on a given road is found to be 180 miltill then.
lion pounds for a period of SiO days, the average would
lie two million pounds a day.
But Sundays being omitlutein k.ing,-- . An able objectm out in Iowa com- ted, and there being twelve Sumla)s
at least in 90
d
plains In a
American periodical thai successive days, the IK" million pounds are divided by
"wild-land
craze" is taking away from his commonthis
days and the average
to lie much more than
wealth thousands of men and causing the local banks two million pounds a day.found
The road Is paid for the
He opines that folks presently will succeeding
much hardship.
years uu the basis of this average
realize that Iowa laud Is better lliau wild land, and so weight per four
day.
The committee will recommend Inwill come back home even as lost sheep return.
What cluding Sundays hereulier
in obtaining the average
utter folly! The Uuth Is that the population of Iowa Is daily weight.
SO, 000 less than it was two years ago, most of this loss
Charges have been made lime out of mind that
being occasioned by the great trek. That Is not because
during the period of mail weighing, the mail is padded,
longer
good,
Iowa lands ure no
lull because they are no
and a prominent congressman In Wisconsin, defeated
longer cheap.
for i ciioininallon this year, was once charged with huv-in- g
sent to Ills home from Washington, during the
Stale .Senator
has proponed In the Colorado mail weighing period, tons of documents if no use to
legislature for tliul state to Kill or lease certain coal anybody, to help the lailroads swell their mail weight.
lands to the Colorado penitential), the mining work to Similar charges have been made against other conle done by the convicts, while the resulting product shall gressmen and men In politics. Altogether the mail
be sold only to state institutions.
What unionized labor graft has been a fat m e at the public expense. Newmay think of the plan has not yet been announced.
ton Itepublkan,
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The Citizen Publishing Company

W. 8. STKICKXEK,
President.

EVENING CITIZEN.

The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light
and Power Co.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue
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Concrdtd today Is bt the best in Ihe world

THEY ALWAYS
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TOGETHER

a happy purse and a good, nourishing
ioai or iialllng'a delicious bread. Our
bread doesn't make your purse suffer.
It Is more economical than baking at
home, and you get palatable
and
wholesome eating without cooking at
es8 COSt tliail When VOU bnUa vnnraolf
Try some of our 1 In iter t'reiim.. It Is
nnm mi llic IjOUtl.

PIONEER BAKERY,

outm

At Colombo

ri

strnr

rarer.

hall tomorrow evening
the lieroiiiiao club will give the second of its delightfully informal hops.
The dance will be a Japanese affair
and the decoration will carry out the
scheme. Kllia' orchestra has been engaged to furnish musio for the occasion, which is a guarantee that the
dances will be thoroughly enjoyable.
In view of the success which attend
ed the Initial hop of the popular
young men's club there is reason to
predict that their second affair will
prove a decided success.

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY
BY THE...

WHITSON
MUSIC
Established
(

1882.)

CO.

feSF

Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everythlna In
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new sasymusic
pay!
mcnt plan,
11 South Second atreet.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

F.
J.
PALMER
Hay, Grain, Groceries and

Fresh Meats,

PRUS3IAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street.
p

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad

Avn.

-

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

M000000OaHOa,OiiOa
II

9

1

TTRHJAY, JANl'AHY

22.

Cllf FATHERS
KILL THAT AW

FUL DITCH
Alderman Harrison's Amend-

ment Causes

Comment-Wllkerso-

n's

Fees Allowed.

tlttltl(tftttt(i

Mayor McKee announced this
morning that those property own
era who take steps to All up
the city ditch, which was ofn- - f
4 daily killed by the city council
s last Bight, must first remove all
"
refuse matter from the ditch tft
dumping sand and gravel V
f before
Into It. This Is necessary in or- der to get it into a sanitary con- - IT
ditlon.
. In view of the Htrenuous ef- 4 fort that has been made to have if
the nuisance of the ditch abated
It is believed that all property
owners whose renlty is adjacent '
the acequia wilj immediately
f tobegin
the work of closing up the
T offensive trench.
f

t

V

t

tltilf tiltittUti

Mayor Frank McKee and AlderHanley.
man Harrison.
Neustadt,
Heaven and Wllkerson were present
at the regular meeting of the city
council lust night, which will go down
in municipal history us
a notable
one.
Chief McMlllln acted us clerk
The
in the absence of Harry Lee.
following business was transacted:
It was unanimously voted that the
ancient and striking city ditch be
tilled up. Mayor McKee urging, that
steps at once be taken toward constructing an adequate sewer system.
The ditch Is to be filled by the
property owners while the city agrees
to tear up all bridges and culverts
over the same and fill the ditch where
it crosses all streets.
Attorney Wllkerson's bill of $125
for defending Patrolman William
him,
Wagner in the eases against
charging assault with intent to kill,
assault with deudly wen pen, etc., was
allowed.
Permission was granted residents
on north Kighth street to build a
gravel sidewalk 1,250 feet long and
four feet Wide.
was
An amended dog ordinance
passed, which requires the owners of
canines to register the name and a
description of the animal with the
city 'clerk after paying the license.
The dog must wear a metallic or
leather collar with a metallic, tag attached thereto with the number of
year of registry stamped thereon.
"Any person who furnishes information leading to the urrest and conviction of one who keeps or harbors any
dog In violation of this section shall
receive one-ha- lf
of the file recovered
from any person so convicted," the
ordinance reads. The dog' catcher is
to receive 60 per cent of all the fees
received from the dog licenses in ad
ditlon to other emoluments which
attach to the office.
An amendment to rule 3 of section
325 of the compiled ordinances was
introduced by Alderman HurriHon,
which provides that no police officer
shall be Intoxicated while on or off
duty or loitering about saloons except
when he is In the performance of his
duties.
The report of the .building, light
and-fue- l
committee was adopted. It
provides that all city lights be put
on the moonlight schedule with the
exception of two, and recommends
the establishment and maintenance
of lights at William street and Wheel-oc- k
avenue. Seventh and foal uvenue
' and a third at Second and Hazeldine.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

I07.
phone a saloon on Railroad avenue.
"Alderman Harrison's amendment
must have been fathered with a view
to correcting any evils which might
arise In the future," said a well
known cltlsen this morning. "It certainly was not directed at present-da- y
to policemen
laxity with respect
drinking while on or off duty, except
So far as
In very rare Instances.
present need Is concerned the amendment "appears to be directed at something which does not exist."
Alderman Harrison Is reported to
have admitted there was no present
need for such an amendment to the
ordinance, but some of his constituents are said to have urged htm to
draft the amendment which was presented to the council last night. In
the event of its passage Chief
police alarms will become a
double dyed necessity for the saloons
will no longer be In close touch with
the night patrolmen so that calls may
be sent from remote localities for
a patrolman when one Is wanted at
- "
night.
Attorney's l'eom Cause Wrangle.
Although the bill of Attorney
had been O. K.ed by the proper committee thnt gentleman lafl
night presented It to the city council
for further consideration because he
said he wanted the "council to act up
on it as a whole.
The bill, which was for $125, caused
considerable discussion, none of w hich
could be called antagonistic to either
Mr. Wllkerson or the Mil. It was
based upon the Idea of one alderman that it was a bad precedent to
establish and the Inference of an
other that the bill was Irregularly allowed by the committee, which appears to have discussed the bill out
of the regular order of such pro
ceedings. Attention of the council
was directed to the fact that the body
hud unanimously ugreeil that the city
should pay for needed assistance to
the city attorney at the time Wagner
was under Indictment on the ground
that the dignity and rights of the
city were in Jeopardy.
The city attorney agreed thut the bill was very
reasonably in view of the time Attorney Wllkerson devoted to the trial
of the cases. The bill was finally
allowed.
According to the records. Wagner
shot nt a man who resisted arrest, in
the discharge of his official duties
He was arrested and locked up in old
town. A number of charges were
made agaisnt him.
- Other Council Mailer.
An amended ordinance defining the
residence portion of the city was
passed on Its third reading.
The petition of certain property
owners asking the council to order
filled up several holes In an alley
running mirth and south between
Coal and lulling avenues was refer
red to the street and alley committee.
Alderman Wllkerson Introduced a
measure, which was adopted, asking
the city attorney to look up the mat
ter of what proceeding is necessary
to put street crossings ut first. Second
and Third streets, where they intersect Kailroud avenue; at First and
Second streets on Gold avenue and
Silver avenue.
Wllkerson announced
Alderman
that he would like to have the legis
lation committee and mayor commit
tee meet with him at his office this
morning to map out needed legislation
and to attend to other matters.
at 9:45
The council adjourned
o'clock.

CAPTAIN

OF
QI OIU

SAN

The Ancient Order of Unit d Workmen appointed J. II. Shufflrbnrgrr
chairman of Its committee, and Theodore Kings and Ueorge Oelgi ldl members
Committees of three lodge" are now
ri'ady to take up the cemetery matter
with those representing the other
lodges, so soon as they will have been
appointed.
Members of both committers report
that thrlr lodges are unanimously in
favor of establishing the Pew cemetery. They are optimistic of the prospect for the organization imd Incorporation of a cemetery association
which will bo controlled by a board
elected by lodge representatives.

KEN

APPEAIS FOR

HELP

Salvation Army Raising Funds
For Kingston Sufferers.
SHE WANTS THINGS
Their Need Is Great.
TO HER
All persons who feel disposed to
contribute In n financial way to the
relief of the sufferers from the ter
rible earthquake at Kingston, Ja
maica, may do so until Monday the
through
2Hth day of this month,
('apt. A. J. Nlssen of the Salvation
Army. This organization has a branch
In that city and is directly in touch
with the sufferers Individually. Capt.
N'lssen says that at the time of the
San Francisco disaster Wm. R. Hearst
of the New York American contrib
uted to the sufferers there through
the Salvation Army the sum of $11,- imiO, his object in so doing being to
get around any red tape or political
lelnys which might ensue through
The army points
other channels.
with pride to the fact that the distribution of this large sum of money
cost exactly six dollars and that every
penny of the contribution found its
way to the relief of some person,
whose condition of need was positively known to those having the matter
in charge. It Is not expected that the
captain's request will be Instrumental
In the procurement of any large sum
from the citizens of Albuquerque but
the territory over which his organization reache and the universality
of the efforts being made. It is believed will result in the aggregate
to an importanVsum of money for the"
relief of the stricken city, whose needs
a condition
at this time approach
which justifies the use of the term
desperate.

Wil-kers-

MIGUEL

or

M
1H11KCTOKS OK LAS
J
VKtJAS COMMKKCIAIj
PASS KKKOLt'TIONS. z
CI-VI-

Tlie question of county division
came up at the meeting of the directors of the Commercial club Saturday
night and u resolution was passed by
the few members of the board present
to the effect that the club does not
look with favor on the project of dividing the county on the (Jullinaa
river, says the Las Vegas Optic. SevHOW IT 1)1 i:d.
members present held that it
The municipal ditch Is officially eral not
a mutter which should crime
dead but it did not expire without a wus
the directors, but five memstruggle.
Even in Its death throes before
demanded a vote on the quesAlderman Hanley, chairman of the bers
tion, which resulted in the adoption
street and ulley committee, I'huirmun of
the resolution.
isherwood and the engineering deTen members of the club havo department came to Its rescue with a
a mas meeting of the memplea for a suspension of execution manded
of th(; association to be held
pending the completion of a profile bers
Inrt .'rt tilil dIvu I hum nit Irinn next Friday night, when the mutter
m a rv
be ti.ken up and the action of the
about how to provide for the cure ofw"1
will either be ratified or an
surface and drainage water, which, board
nulled. A great deal of feeling has
they declared, Is sttll carried hff by been
aroused and the discusskm Frithe ditch.
will probably be bitfer.
For twenty years the ditch has ex- dayThenight
directors decided that a letter
isted; first usefully, last uselessly, as be written
to President Ripley, of the
Its enemies declared, but always ofFe railroad, by the club, asking
fensively. ' "It always stunk and Santa
for the restoration of adequate serv, stunk and still continues to stink and
A
on the Hot Springs branch.
stink," a prominent lawyer stated in ice
to
appointed
was
committee
draft
legal
an exhaustive opinion as to the
letter. A committee was also
status of the ditch rendered sK'-- . such
prepare petitions to be
appointed
eral years ugo, which was read at signed by to
residents along and above
the council meeting last night.
lino who are affected, the petitions
Mr. Wilson addressed the council the
to be addressed to the city council,
from the standpoint of a citizen who the board
of town trustees and the
lives near the ditch. There was no board of county
commissioners asking
denying that he had u world of ma- them to use every
effort to see that
terial for a strenuqus speech and he better service Is established
on the
took advantage of every ounce of his Hot Springs line.
subject matter. He declared the counfollowing
were
gentlemen
The
cil had been wrangling over the ditch
membership
In the club to
to
elected
for a period of ten years and that
from the time of their applicathe only way to abate the nuisance date
M. M. I'adgett, J. H. Martin,
tion:
was to get busy then and there. He
F. H. Hubbell. John C. Frith, J. C.
cited the disease breeding condition Northcruft, J. P. Kurickson. L. F.
of the ditch and drew such a vivid ltudulph, W. H. Kurickson, Saul
picture of the offensive acequia that Rosenthal and Albert II. Jones.
there was no getting around his grievance. Mr. Hanley moved that the
SSO( I Vl'ION
resolution be amended to lay over
MKirrs
;.i today
until the city engineer could draw a
An adjourned meeting of the
profile map und figure out a practicaliar association was to have
ble method of taking care of the been held
In
yesterday
afternoon
flood water.
supreme
chambers
of
the
territorial
Hut the ditch was already as good court but it was postponed until this
as dead and Alderman
Harrison's
at 2 o'clock. Matters of
plea that the most sanitary method afternoon
law, reform and proposed legislation
of disposing of the nuisance was to will come up for coslderutlon at this
tllle it with nice, clean gravel and special meeting.
opening of the
sand, prevailed and the amendment legislature and theThe
closing
of the suwas lost. The last crushing blow was preme court overshadowed interest
in
struck and the ditch was dead.
the proposed gathering yesterday of
Tlx- Ilarrlnon Amendment.
the lawyers.
Indulged in
, Much comment was
about the streets today respecting the TI1K C.oi.dln iti i,i-- ; DitV t.oois
probuble effect of Aldermuo HarriCOMPANY.
son's amendment tii section 325 of
Attwnd the great January clearance
city
of
ready-to-weordinances
compiled
the
garments bethe
sale of
of Albuquerq'ie respecting patrolmen ginning Thursday, January 24tli, at 9
and saloons. The sections declares u. m., and lusting six days.
(hat l'.o officer shall while on duty
Kntlre stock of cloaks, suits, rain
min uniform loiter In or about sa- coats, petticoats, skirts, muslin unliquor
any
Intoxicating
derwear, all kinds of waists, kimonas,
loons or drink
or enter any saloon except when such house sacques, lounging robes, hweut-erofli
is
of
performance
th.children's dresses, all kinds of inofficer is in
fants' wear will, be placed on sale 8t
ficial duties.
The passage of this amendment lower prices than manufacturers'
would mean the practical cutting off cost.
Special barguins in Topsy hosiery
of the only means of securing a patrolman when one is needed on the and Warner's corsets.
The new spring dress goods have
outskirts of the city ns the city has
but two night men and there is no arrived und will be on sale at special
method of summoning a peace guard- reduced prices.
Thursday,
iteniuinber,
at the
ian unless he happen to be within
shouting distance, unless you tele- - Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
art-- t

Illt

New-Mexic-

-

s,

American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison, com
Anaconda
Haltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Krle com
Louisville and ashvllle
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Norfolk
Northern Pacific
Chicago North Western
Ontario and Western
Pennylvania
Reading, com
Hock Island com
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
Colon Pacific
IT. S. S. com
V. S. S. pfd . .
Wabash pfd
fJreene Con . .
Shannon
Old Dominion
Calumet and Arizona
Copper Range
North Kutte
Santa Fe Copper
Butte Coal

DONE

j

IMPALED ON AN IRON BAR

,

SIGHT OF LIBERTY

PRISONOUS SAW AWAY ItAliltlKK

two ;irr away, bit
(INK lli:s SPACM WAS
TOO SMALL.

am

The Scranton Kihool have a
cial window display In Schutt's
dy store.

24
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;
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Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Jan. 22. Cattle reclpts
7.000. Market steady. Beeves $4.15!f)
7.10; cows and heifers
$1.505.25;
stockers and feeders $2.75 (ii) 4.60;
FinItr.tfi.
Tuv.ixu tl
calvita
tfi IU..
Sheep receipf 19000. market steady
sheep M. 600, 5.76:
lambs
4.75fi
Produce Market.
Chicago, Jan. 22. Closing quotations:
Wheat May 78; July
May
July
Corn
oats May 8(Ji)Vi; July
Pork May $16.42; July$16.65.
Lard May $90.45; July $9.47.
l 10; July $9.20
Ribs May $9.07

Kd. Lindow, nn employe at the
American Lumber company mills,
met with a Berlous accident yesterday-afternoonHe was on a scaffold doing some work, when he slipped and
..II a .llulimea r,t lalvn font strik
ing on his head.
For two hours he
was unconscious, and fears .were entertained that the skull was fractured
He was
and death would result.
removed to the St. Joseph hospital
and the company's physician reports
Lindow doing very nicely today. The
skull was not fractured, and. with
good attention and enre, which ho
will undoubtedly get, ho should Improve right along and be up and nt
It
work again In a short time.
seems a miracle that the man's neck
was not broken.

Building

REPORT OFiTHE CONDITION
OK

The Bank of Commerce
At the close of business January 7, 1907
.

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Banks

J 1,005,430.28

6,036.96
18,421.97
117.4C9.3S
367,605.83
$1,508,963.79

LIABILITIES
Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

$

160,000.06
69,014.81
1,299.919.58

tl.50S,963.7

Attend the great Jnnuary clearance
garments be
sale of ready-to-weginning Thursday, January 24th, at 9
a. m., and lasting six days.
Kntlre stock of cloaks, suits, rain
coats, ncttlcoats, skirts, muslin underwear, all kinds of waists, kimonos,
house sacques, lounging robes, sweat
ers, children's dresses, all kinds of In
fants" wear will, be placed on sale at
lower prices than manufacturers
cost.
Special bargains in Topsy hosiery
and Warner's corsets.
Tho new spring- dress- goods have
arrived and will bo on sale at special
reduced prices.
Thursday,
at the
Remember,
(olden Rule Dry Goods company.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Cernallll

ar

I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER,
V. P. A Cash.
Subscripted and sworn to before me this 8th day of
A. D. 1907.
R. M. MERRITT.

January,

.

Notary Public.
MKKCTOliS.
SOLOMON

('his' basket ball at the Casino
Friday night. U. N. M. vs. A. and M.

A

LOOK

or telephone your order to the

CHAMPION

J.

C.

BALDRIDOE,

t

LUNA,
(

W. J. JOHNSON.

GROCERY AND MEAT

MARKET

BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL
LIVE AND DRESSED POULTR Y
Orders solicited and prompt delivery to all parts of city. Give us a
v
trial oiilcr.
'

LOMMORI & MATTEUCOI

J

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The
duties

telephone
lighter,

makes

ths

ths cares less,

and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Ths telephone preserves
health, prolongs your Ufa
protects your horns.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Where to Dine Well

Crockery
Souvenir
vie ws or

Santa Fe Restaurant

45ffi.
35.

6ii6;

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

uvi.k diiy ;oons
mi: ;olikn
COMPANY.

STOP AND TAKE

77.

Money Market.
New York, Jan. 22. Prime mercantile paper
silver 68c;
money on call easy, 2'(3
per cent.

$6.62

ALBERT FABER'Q

IMPROVING TODAY

BUT

Designs.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

7.85.

Speller Market.
Iouis, Jan. 22. Spelter

and

ON HIS HEAD,

That our stock of Groceries, Meats and
I'rovisions is always complete and our prices are riglit

A

8. 2fi.

SI.

Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties

Please Remember

37

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Jan. 22. Cuttle receipts 12,000, including 200 south
erns. Native
steers
$4.00(u6.75;
southern steers $3.50i?i 5.25; southern
cows IJ.L'S fi 3.75; native cows and
heifers $2.25i 5.00; stockers
and
feeders $3.25 r,j 4.75; bulls $3.00 fi
4.25; Calves $3.25 7.75.
Sheep receipts 6000. Market strong
Muttons $4.75 fa 5.75; lambs $6.76ii)
7.50; range wethers $5.00 iff 8.50; fed
ewes $4.00iii 5.35.

45;

er

K

95
14 U
6 Vi
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What might have proved a most
v
destructive fire was discovered
passers-b- y
on Sunday afternoon in
the basement of the First Presbyterian church of Santa Fe.
The blase
was caused by a defective flue from
a furnnce recently Installed under the
auditorium proper, the damage being
confined to the destruction of a few
floor beams and a portion of the new
carpet. In all, the damage will not
exceed the sum of $300, fully covered
by Insurance.
The fire started at a time when the
streets were filled with people either
on their way toward or returning
from the band concert in tho plaza,
and one of these perceiving an Issue
of smoke from the building, gave the
alarm at the manse nearby, with the
result that water from a single hose,
quickly applied, quenched the blaze.
The new pipe organ sustained no
damage and no Inconvenience was
caused other than the omission of the
evening service, on account of the
smoke with which the building was
filled.
decoration",
The interior
which It was feared might be injured.
remain unhurt.

;

30 Vi

price. Ptyllsh and hlnhly artistic deslfrn, havlnff two-Inc- h
t tubing; In the highly polished
or satin finish; thoroughly well
ft
made, with cross supports and
heavy spindles.
Come prepared for a big surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
you have ever seen.
In placing our order before
the late advance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish, full slse or three-quartelxe at
TWENTY-F1VIHM.LAUS worth TlllltTY-NVF- .
DOLtiAItS.

With Little Damage.

nt

An offering far above what
you have ever known at the

nn

First Presbyterian Edifice at
Santa Fe Sustains Fire

Impaled on an iron bar, which he.
with the nld of two fellow prisoners,
had sawed asunder In order to make
$!.."i5 an escape from Jail, the body of J.
132
Miller, a section hand, Imprisoned for
115
drunkenness, was found hanging from
148
a wlndoxy on the second floor of th
44 V4 prison by guards, says
a dispatch
104 Vi from Amorilla, Texas.
279
Miller, with K. Jones and Roy
Thompson, of Buffalo, N. Y., all con117
firmed cocaine users, had been con7614
fined In the hospital ward of the Jull.
188
53
Tho ward contained a window pro39
tected by heavy three-Inc- h
bars.
Driven frantic by the desire for the
139 H
drug to which they were addicted,
88
to break out.
the men planned
130
SSi Through the aid of a file which had
been smuggled In to them, they sawed
, ISSVi
a
189 Vi one of the burs In two, making
space large enough for a small mar)
45
to
crowl through. Jones and Thomp135
son got through safely.
Miller had
128
got
27
half his body and one arm out
94 V4 of the window, when he found himself unable to go any further, and his
148
struggles brought on an attack of
29
1754 henrt disease. His limp body, resting heavily on the Jagged point of the
47
spike, caused the iron to enter his
105
body to some depth, killing him.
S4

..:

A Value of Values

FIRE

;

g:

This Exquisite Brass Bed

ARRANT SPOUSE

sub-age-

IN

CITY

CHURCH ON

Jose Gonzales, a
for th!
Singer sewing machine people, was
arrested by Patrolman Salazar. at the
of Chief McMlllln.
direction
this
morning, upon several complaints
sworn to by his wife, charging him
with wife abandonment, assault on
wife and she further wants him put
under bond to keep the peace.
Oonzales was lodged In the city Jail
pending trial this afternoon befor-Judge Crawford.
The complaint?
were sworn out before Judge CrawJudg?
afternoon.
ford yesterday
Adams has been retained by Mrs
to prosecute the cases
(nnzalrs
against her husband.
According to reports, Oonzales is In
the habit of raising what is known In
street parlance ns a "rough house."
Mrs. Conzales alleges that he fre- quently bents her and maltreats her.
She declares she has become tired of
thin Rnrt of ilnmoHtln lif mwl ahn
wants something done to her arrant
(with apologies to the Second Fiddler) spouse which will relieve her FELL
from his brutalities.
Tho Gonzales family resides in the
Chihuahua section of the city.

The following quotations were received by F. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York, room 37, Barnett llulld-InYork Stocks.

rAGE FIVE.

CAPITAL

;on7,.i.i:s mxki.x
Mits. .ionk
TIIHKK COMPLAINTS AtiUNST
111 SHAM), WHO 18 IN JAIL.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

New
May cotton

CITIZES.

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

tji uler Sti vc jy I lct-s- l
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

weak,

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

& Co,
iX4s Borradaile
117 W. Gold Ave.

.

St. Ioiiis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Jan. 22. Wool steady:

REMOVAL

unchanged.

FRATERNAL

ORDERS LINE

UP FOR NEW CEMETERY

.

French Bakery

Doctor McCormich

. .

From 213 West Railroad Ave.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS AND A. O.
I'. W. DRAFT KKSOLLTIONS
AND APItHNT COMMIT! DKS.
The secret and fraternal orders
which have chapters or lodges in Albuquerque are taking up the mutter
cemeof establishing a
tery instigated by Harmony lodge No.
1, I. O. o. F., lust Friday night.
Last
night at the regular meetings of the
Knight of Pythias and Ancient Order
of I'nlted Workmen resolutions similar to those passed by Harmony lodge
No. 1, I. O. o. F., were drawn up and
passed and committees appointed to
confer with the representatives of
other lodges.
The committee appointed by the
Knights of Pythias Is composed of
M. K. Preston, chairman, and Member J. JJ. Elder and C. O. Young.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building

I Albuquerque,

J.

C.

New Mexico

BALD RIDGE

LER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Coven more, loot best, wears tn
jst, most economical; full measure.
PAPEH Always lo stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
ss, Sasn, Doors, Etc.
STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MtX.

Temporary offices, 523 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drag
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; you
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK. M. IX
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Have Your Hand

Read by Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand
Has Arricd, Will Remain a Short Time Only
Tells the past present and future. Reunites separated, tells how
to gain the love of the one you desire, though miles away: how to succeed in business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
IlKADINU. 25 AM) 50 t'F.NTS AM) I I.
1IOOM S3 GltAXD CKNT11AL IIOTKL.

ALJJDQUEKQUE

rAOE MX.

EVENING CITIZEN.

lienrty support of the
viire s to pay two or three cents a
growers and good citizens of
pound freight on dirt and grease In INTERESTING EVENTS IN
On what plan can audi r our heavy wools, Instead of scouring
paper be started and maintained " them at home and shipping the clean
that It will at least twelve times each wool nl a fair freight rate. Nothing
AMERICAN HISTORY
year, go to this great army of Intelli- less than u united effort will down
gent citizens on the farms and rang
that and similar outrageous burdens,
faand advise them, in plain, candid with which we have grown so
words (unbiased by personal Inter- miliar that we bear them and pay Ih i
liimuirv 20.
ests, by market combinations or spectribute without notice.
'8' Vindicative Governor Merk-ele- y
It Is no part of the purpose of this
ulation), of the conditions and of the
hangs the patriot William Urum-monmarkets: advise them of the con- plan to encroach upon the prosperity
three hours after his trial.
flicts In he legislative halls nnd else- of any other sheep, wool or livestock
6
Chatham presents his motlm
where In which their prosperity Is paper which has heretofore been our to til
parliament for conciliation with
threatened or their rights and busi- friend. Should We reach the degree America.
ness protected; that will keep them of success which would Justify a fear
1783
In touch with all the work of the Na- of such encroachment It would be France, England on one hand, and
ally of America, and
publication
to
us
such
absorb
wise
for
Wool
Growers'
tional
Association
Address of E. S. Gosney. of and secure for that association their at a fair consideration. As represen- Spain on the
the other, being desirous of
wn peace, suspend hostilities and sign the
In a way that will lift It above tatives of this great industry,
Arizona Wool Growers' As- support
articles at Versailles.
Its two most embarrassing probleir.F. shoubkbe generous and fair to any old preliminary
1S67
A civil service reform measThis association cannot Issue and friends, but at the same time the pro- ure
sociation Delivered at
Introduced in the house of represuccessfully manage such a paper. It tection and advancement of the intersentatives by T. A. Jenckes. of Khode
Is not properly organized for such an ests of the five millions of men, woenterprise. No scheme whereby any men and children of this country en- Island.
WOoTgROWERS
174 Congress repeals the act for
outside party, Individual or company, gaged In wool growing cannot hesi- Increasing
NATIONAL
salaries, except as relates
wouud control the policy or reap the tate on the threasthold of success be- to
salaries of the president and Jusprofits of such a publication will suc- cause some old friend throws up his
as it should. They cannot In- hands and declares it will cost him tices "11of the supreme court.
SALT LAKE ceed
House appoints a commission
spire and hold the requisite public a few thousand of the past or pros- to ISInvestigate
MEETINBJN
"cipher telegrams" reconfidence. It must be purely coop- pective profits of his business with the lating to
purchase of presidential elecwool sheep industry.
erative,
The lack of such a
livery subscribing
must feel that he is a part of paper und unity of support costs the tors In the south In behalf of Samuel
Subject How Can Wc Make Our grower
the organization and shares in its Industry hundreds of thousands every J. Tllden.
January 2i.
success.
Such nn organ must be con- yen r.
Association More Beneficial to
1780 Virginia invites the states to
I hesitate to make any llgures upon
trolled by, and run li the Interest,
financially and otherwise, of the wool the probable or possible success of a general conference for forming a
the Wool Industry?
growers of the United Slates, nnd of such an enterprise.
This Is a plain less restricted constitution.
1867 Southern states declared to
every state east and west, north and business proposition, not a proper
Kvery wool Krnwer in thin conven- south. The question of any person subject for eloquent speech, Impas- be without valid government; Jurisdreams. diction over them taken from the
In
the sioned appeals, or I'toplan
tion Vnowa that within the next few controlling or participating
profits of the publication must be We believe, though, that a paper president and assigned to Gen. Grant,
years must be fought out ami willed eliminated.
It must be issued by nn started under this plan could rely on as commander of the army.
for us or against us. many of the organization of
In miry 22.
men interested In, and five times as many subscribers, among
prosquestions on which our future
1807 congress officially Informed
g
sheep men where the work of the Nawith the sheep and
perity depends; bad railroad wrvlce, Identified industry,
Aaron Hurr's conspiracy.
anil the work of tional Wool Growers' Association Is of 1861
unjust and Inequitable freight rater: this association.
President Buchanan refuses
known, as any official organ publegislation, slate and national, aflished by uny of us, as a private en- to pledge the government to extend
We iibmit for your earnest, ca.i-difecting live stock sanitary conditions,
the truce at Charleston till February
consideration the following plan' terprise, for our personal gain. Is It IS.
the public range and other matters;
Utopian to say we should have the
We
should
a
have
business
reliable
Impractical
and
Insane
wasteful.
.January 2:1.
support of one sheep man in every
methods of handling and marketing organization and sufficient funds in ten? If we
1721
Nicholas Iiyers, a brewer, Is
get one In twenty, five per
wool and mutton; and last but net sight to start and maintain this organ cent, we
licensed to preach to a Baptist flock
will have 50,000 wool growleast, the agitation of tariff revision in as a high class Journal until it is on ing subscribers
by the New Amsterdam authorities.
than
more
funds
and
paying
a
be
We
must
basis.
not
maraw
which the demand for free
founders of this association ever nt 18 15 Thanksgiving day observed
terial, free wool, free hides, etc., Is pinched for funds. The press work the
New Orleans for Gen. Jackson's
of.
The possibilities nnd
being pressed with all the quiet force can be satisfactorily and economically dreamed
the power and Influence of this enter- victory over the Kngllsh.
and ability that the well organised, done by contract, but we will need prise
is only limited by the ability and bill1840 Senate passes
money to pay the salaries and
well equipped and powerful associarequiring national funds to be
of our editorial staff and rep- Integrity of Its management, and the kept
tion of the manufacturing interest
ut
Washington and In
resentatives in presenting the pro- Intelligence of the breeders of sheep
are capable of.
In certain cities.
and growers of wool throughout our
Are we properly organized and pre- position to the wool growers of the country.
184.r
Congress fixes presidential
I have faith In both.
pared to defend our rights in these country and securing their cooperaelections first Tuesday after first Monquestions?
For more than forty tion and support. Suppose, then, we
day In November.
years a small per cent of the wool organize and incorporate "The Na1845 Stephen A. Douglas Introgrowers have sustained this organiza- tional Wool Growers' Co.," with an
duces the Kansas-Nebrask- a
bill.
tion and guarded the Interests of this authorized capital stock of $100,000, S
1856 The steamer Pacific leaves
Industry. The membership of this as- divided into 1000 shares of $100 each,
Liverpool for New York with 1S6 passociation has shifted from the east to tiet the articles of Incorporation pro
sengers; she is never heard of again.
the west, but the vast majority of vide that on one not actually engaged
1860 At his own request Gen. Hood
wool growers knew little of Its work; In the business of wool growing shall I'.M I, GILMOICi:, IX "AT YAI.K,"
Is relieved of the command of his
MM)N TO AIM'KAU 1IKHK. shuttered and demoralized army.
of the dangers that threatened their hold or vote any share of such stock;
prosperity, and the defense of their that no one person or firm shall own,
I'aul Gilmore, since his ascendancy
January 21.
Interests made by and through the as- oontrol. or vote, more than five shares to stardom, has never been accused
1856 Senator Slldell, of Louisiana,
of such stock; (this will forever pre- of doing anything poorly In the way presents
sociation.
a bill which proposes to place
The effective work of this associa- clude the posslbllty of the control of of a play, but In contrasting his ef- $30,000,000 in the hands of the presition throughout
Its existence has the corporation passing out of the fort of forming sensons with that dent for the purchase of Cuba.
been hampered and retarded by two hands of the wool growers), that for which is serving us his vehicle the
1861 Jefferson Davis, of Missisproblems, as yet unsolved; first, how each share of stork sold and paid for. present year. It must be conceded sippi, defends state sovereignty in a
can the financial necessities of the the holder thereof shall receive a that In "At Vale" he hus hit upon speech in congress and withdraws.
work be met? Second, how can the bond or share of preferred stock of the happiest play of his career, fitting
1870 Prince Arthur, Queen Vicintelligent, thinking, influential wool the company for $100, drawing inter him like a glove. "At Yale," as is toria's third son (Duke of
growers throughout
the
United est from date until paid, and to be to be Inferred, is a story of college
is presented to President
States be reached and Interested In paid out of the lirst surplus funds of life. Of course there Is a boat race, Grant.
the corporation.
Proceed to place and of course the Yale crew wins.
the work of the association.
1870 Senators from Virginia are
There are more than 800,000 dif- this stock among the most progres- Mr. Gilmore has the role of the hero,
into congress.
ferent Individuals, companies, and sive and Influential wool growers of to which he Is suited physically for
1783 Congress
naval
abolishes
corporations In the United States of the National Wool Growers' Associa- In a boat race there must be a dis- ranks of admiral and vice admiral.
Amorica engaged in the business of tion until a safe working capital is play of the manly forms of the conJanuary 25.
sheep breeding and wool growing. subscribed. Call In, say, twenty-fiv- e
testants and otherwise.
The play n
1832 W. L. Marcy, of New York,
More than 5.000,000 people are di- per cent of the stock subscribed to
three acts.
It all centers ubout declares in the senate, "To the victors
rectly Interested in and wholly or begin with, and the balance from the race between the Yale and Har- belong the spoils." This saying bepartially dependent upon the Income time to time us needed until the en- vard crews.
There is a love story, comes a political proverb.
My to be sure, and Gilmore not only is
Is
from this great Industry. The east- terprise
1844 A disgraceful brawl occurs on
you
would need but a the determining factor in the victory the floor of the house of representaern farmer with his little flock In the Judgment Is,
per
cent of $100,000 for such that comes to his school, but also tives between Members Wellcr and
pasture Is not directly Interested In small
the question of grazing on the public expenses before the paper would be he is successful In his quest for the Shriver.
Let your corporation hand of the girl of his choice. The
domain as we are, but Is there anoth1865 Library of the Smithsonian
er question affecting generally the in- be organized, a board of directors and girl Is the sister of his dearest college Institution at Washington
is burned.
dustry, or considered and guarded by officers elected to sell a few shares of chum. The story Is prettily told and
1871 Statue of Abraham Lincoln
reserve
stock to influential
this association In which his Inter- the
most beautifully interpreted, for Mr. ut Washington Is unveiled.
of the industry further eaft Gilmore has surrounding him a comest, and ours, are not identical? We
1882 Charles A. Gulteau, the ascompany
by
until
Is represented
the
cannot expect these farmers, or even
pany of exceptional strength. A fea- sassin of President Garfield, Is found
growwell
known wool
the great majority of the smaller reliable and
ture M the crowd of handsome young guilty of murder and sentenced to be
t
it fellows who make up the rowing hanged.
owners of sheep throughout the west- ers In all parts of the country.
In
be
clearly
definitely
provided
ranges
and
ern
to attend these meetings.
crews.
They sing college songs and
1886 Senate and president begin a
that give college yells with a zest and controversy,
Yet they are as deeply interested In the articles of Incorporation
which
lasts
several
any
be
never
there
de
shall
dividends
the protection of the Industry, and
naturalness that carries one back to months, respecting the lutter's refusal
upon
compa
clared
the stock of this
the work of this organization as w j
tho days when he lived through these to communicate his reasons for the
who are here today. Their home life ny, but all Income over and above happiest of times in the lives of youns removal of public officers.
payment
exthe
of
the bonds and
and the comforts and luxuries of their
men who have passed through the
January 20.
families and the advantages they may penses of the corporation shall, from Joyous period of college life.
The
1780 Court-martiacquits Bene
give their children will be as much time to time, be appropriated and play was handsomely staged In fact, dict Arnold of criminal intent, but orused
for
the
sheep
benefit
and
of
the
affected by its continued prosperity
It was one of the most satisfactory ders him to be reprimanded by Washor Its adversity. It is the protection of wool growing Industry of the United productions of the Beason.
ington.
will
seen
States.
be
these
It
that
the financial foundation of more than
The above Is a clipping from the
Michigan
1837 Congress admits
stock subscriptions are, in fact, a Uttle Rock, Ark.. Gazette.
a million homes.
This into the' union as the twenty-sixt- h
to
enterprise
loan
the
say
th!s
you,
to
and
that
gentlemen,
I need not
great actor has been secured by Man- state.
that if the National Wool Growers' corporation, managed and controlled ager Matson to appear at the Klks'
1856 President Pierce, in a special
by
men
the
who
loan,
was
make
the
in
Association
touch with these
opera house on Monduy night, Jan. message to congress, recognizes tho
finanIn
reality
sort
would
be
a
of
large
or
per
homes,
a
million
cent of
28.
Tickets on sale at Matson's Satlegislature In Kansas.
the more Influential part of them, in cial trustee for the National Wool urday morning, at 9 o'clock.
Growers'
Association
way
and
for
reother
they
always
a
could
that
be
liable advised of the work of the as- collateral enterprises which it will
SESSION OF THE
w from time to time promote for the A SERIN FOR
protection,
sociation for their
protection
and
advancement
the
of
hearty
would have the
cooperation
and support not only of them but of Industry. So modify the constitution
SUPREME COURT
FOLK
MARRIED
of the National Wool
friends,
men
they
employ, and
the
their
and the men with whom they come in Growers' Association that any woof
contact in business, and whose busi- grower may become u supporting
A powerful sermon
af- the Di:t ision oi' u)Wi:u
ness Is affected by their prosperity member of that association, and re
outside
or their adversity. We would have ceive Its official paper for one year pulpit was preached
at Council
FIKMKO IV Ml'UDKH CASE
the support of the entire wool grow- by application and the payment to Huffs, Iowa, the other day.
AGAINST A. M. 1JOYKIN
ing community on any question that the proper parties of one dollar.
It wus spoken by Grant Ballantlne.
OTIIF.K CASKS.
was reasonable. Just, und fair to the This should not at present Interfere Mr. Ballantlne and his wife were digeneral Interests of the country, and In any way with the annual dues of vorced several months ago. On this
our rights, and our representatives $5 per year from uctive members of occasion they were being married
The supreme court of New Mexico
The groom said:
would have attention in the hulls the National Wool Growers' Associa- again.
continued Its session at 10 o'clock
tion, which must be continued
to
"We saw each other's virtues only yesterday mornig In the chambers at
of congress.
after we were separated, und I trUBt the capttol building.
I am throwing no bouquets when I meet Its current expenses.
When the organization Is perfected that we have fully learned the lesson
say, the wool growers of the west, an
The following cases came up for
and unselfishness."
a whole, are men of the highest rank and a wife, working capital provided, of
consideration yesterday:
A truely fine acknowledgment.
of intelligence, business ability and proceed to hire the best editorial talNo. HS2, Browne and Manzanares
good citizenship.
We believe
It is all too much the human way company, appellee, vs. CusbIus C.
this ent In this line that the country afstatement will hold true among the fords, and issue, at nrt, a monthly to magnify the faults of others and Guise, appellant. Appellant granted
sheep farms of the states farther east. Journal, later, perhaps, a weekly. minimize their virtues. It is a bad twenty days and appellee ten days to
especially Just now, for the men of which shall give the wool grower the way. And the disposition Is at the file additional briefs.
the beBt business foresight are usually news in which he Is interested In ai bottom of much of the misery of
No. 1173, United States of Ameri
found engaged in a profitable enter plain words and as few words as pos married life.
cu, appellant, vs. Benjamin T. Tall
This couplelike many another tnadge, et ul., appellees.
prise during times of Its prosperity, sible, and which shall be a thoroughly
Ueset for
saw each other's virtues after the hearing February 25.
If this is true, the task of reaching honest, frank, outspoken advocate of
them and securing their cooperatio:: the Interests of the sheep and wool mischief was done. But unlike many
No. 1184, 1'ulted States of America,
and holding their interet should not industry of the United States, and at another couple, Mr. and Mrs. Ball- appellee, vs. John Meyers, alias John
be an insurmountable problem. You the same time shall give to every con- antlne permitted no false pride to Mouse, appellants.
Argued and subran always attract the notice of the flicting Industry an absolutely square stuud In the way of a recovery from mitted.
man who is awake to his own inter deal. Make it a Journal of Interest the mistake.
No. 1045, United States of America,
to any man or woman who wishes In
Mr.
Ballantlne, continuing, said: appellee, vs. M. S. Sena, appellant.
est.
"Misunderstandings will no doubt Set for hearing February 25.
We can not bring thm to our con future to share the warm, comfortaventions, time and distance forbid; ble coat with which nature has arise In the future age and experiNo. 1194, Territory of New Mexico,
ence warn us against looking for the appellee, vs. A. M. Boykln, appellant.
yet nothing can be done to recurs clothed the sheep.
We can see in this scheme much Juvenile lovers' paradise but we hope Case docketed and Judgment of lower
their support without some means by
which these men will be advised. work and little pay for some one, but to be able to settle our differences In court affirmed, appellant having fall-d- e
man
from an absolutely reliable source, of we have sufficient faith in the intel a dignified and dispussionate
to perfect his appeal.
and business sagacity of the ner.
the conditions confronting the indus- ligence growers
This latter cause wus taken on apbeof the country to
It is safe to say that there will peal from
try, and of what is being done by the wool
the district court of Roosefor
their protection lieve that It will be a success, and be no second divorce of this couple. velt county. Boykln was found guilassociation
probIt
will
solve
the tinanctul
They huve learned their lesson
There Is but one medium through that
ty of murder In the second degree and
which this can be done, and thu lem of the National Wool Growers' that true marriage is based on mut sentenced to serve twelve yeurs' in
bring
Association, and
to the associa- ual esteem and forbearance.
Is by a wool growers' paper, publishA mothe territorial penitentiary.
"We only saw each other's virtues tion
ed In the interests of the National tion the support and cooperation of
was
overruled
and
new
a
for
trial
per
progreslarge
a
cent
of the most
after we were separated."
Wool Growers Association, for the
an appeal granted to the supreme
That Is the sermon.
benefit, financially and other sive wool growers of our country. If
court
We are, all of us, a mixture of vir
wise, of the sheep and wool Industry. this opinion is shared generally by
Boykln was charged with the murof this association they tues and faults.
But there is
and directed by the best editorial tal- the members
Henry Stoldt which occurred
der
power
to
entermake
paper
the
have the
lot of good in all of us. To be able on of
ent that money can hire; a
December 29, 1904. In returning a
which shall start out upon the high prise a success. It should not be the to see the good and overlook the verdict of guilty In the second degree
them object or Intent to antagonize uny in- fault and there's your secret of hap the trial Jury recommended clemency
est principles and maintain
from start to finish; with every state- terests, or promote any monopolies, pluess.
the court sentenced the defendYour wife, Mr. Married Man, Is und
ment it makes, every principle it ad but to work in harmony with the
years Imprisonment and
to
ant
manufacturing
great
establishments
over and above her faults, worthy to to pay twelve
vocates, emphasizing the motto en
of the prosecution.
cost
the
country,
to
the
the
end
that
of
the
page,
be loved for her virtues.
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craven on Its title
Logan of Artesla
Attorney
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leal." When this standard grower
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:
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a
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posplants
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In
good
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to be without it, and
him.
ian affordwishing
previous practice in Texas.
to reac h sheep men sible condition and with (he greatest
"If there be any merit, think of showing
business
adjourned
supreme
at
court
The
wastefulness these things." St. Paul New.
an afford not to advertise In its col economy, eliminating
3:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon unextravagant
wherever
methods
and
mnria
til Monday, February 25.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
We have discussed an "official or- - and whenever possible.
growby
wool
Quinine
Take
A
BKOMO
LAXATIVE
the
effort
united
prob
Kan" before and balked at this
LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT $8.00
lein, how tan such a paier be started ers of this country can abolish the- Tablets. Druggists refund money If
..ml so maintains that it will at HI rullroAd regulations which todav re- It falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE.
IW. H. HAHN & CO.
lim;s have the entire confidence and ' pound freight on dirt and greaM KS tfiguuture U oo each bos. 25c.
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THESE MEN WILL
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

ALL GROWERS
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Seattle. Wash., Jan. 22. The permanent organization of the commission which will have executive charge
exposiof the
tion ut Seattle in 1909, will soon be
effected.
It goes without saying thut J.
Chllberg, president
of the
Scandinavian-America- n
bank, heav- -
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ALBUQUERQUE
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capital end surplus. $100,000
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INTEREST
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
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J.E.CHILMH3c
lest stockholder
In the $1,000,000
Alaska building in Seattle, and whose
wealth easily runs Into eight figures,
will be continued as the permanent
president of the exposition assocla- -

and

lollelta

OFFICERS AND DIRBCTOR3
Solomon Luna, Prenloent: W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, k sst, Cashier; Wn, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, 8olo-mo- n
una, A. M. Blacknrell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. CrouiireU.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHI80N, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.
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sub-treasu- ry

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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ALBUQUERQUE,
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JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
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FRANK McKEB
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'
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Director

Depositary far Atchlsoo, T.pcka

&

1500,000.00
$250,000.04
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STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,
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CAPITAL
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00
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Interest! Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent Drafts Issued on all parts

the Wor.J

m
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DIRECTORS
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.HEM7tYB.Jl6El
of the Northern Pacific Railway company.
His knowledge of the Alaska
and Youkon countries admirably fit
him for this, the most important position in the management of the big
show.
For director of exploitation Henry
K. Reed, of Portland, Ore., and director of exploitation for the recent
Lewis and Clark Exposlton, has been
selected.
The man who Is more directly re- -

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

by-la-

coiut

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

1

2

"OLD RELIABLE."

I

L.

self-denl-

UJt-an-

Cashier

...Assistant Cashier

U. m. DKPOmiTORY
Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

IA.7toMv
It was J.
rMiKaro.

VL
tion.
when the project of exploiting the re
sources or Alaska was first broached.
arew tils bank book from his pocket
with the remark:
"Gentiomon t
will tender my 'personal check for
$10,000,000 to give impetus to such
a movement."
The director-generof the exposition will probably bo I. A. Nadeau,
formerly northwestern representative

President
vice President

M. W. FLOTJRNOY

repr-sentatlv-

al

MEW MEXICO

ESTABLISHED

S. PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

xl-i-b

1871

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of SUpU Oroeerles
in the Southwest.
sponsible for the successful launching of the cominir p inouiii,.,,
any other one person is W. M. Shof- ..e
secretary or the Alaska club,
an organization which embraces In
Its membership 99 per cent of those
who have found fortune In the Alaska gold fields, representing In the aggregate easily $150,000,000.
The Grip.
m
"Before we can sympathize
with
others, we must have suffered
s.
No one can realize the suffering attendant upon an attack of
the grip, unless he has had the actual
experience. There Is probably no disease that causes so much physical and
mental agony, or which so successfully defies medical aid. All danger
from the grip, however, may be avoided by the prompt use of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Among the
tens of thousands who have used this
remedy, not one case has ever been
reported that has resulted in pneumonia or that has not recovered. For
sale by all druggists.
our-selve-

M'BSERY PRODUCTS
FRUIT
AND
SHRUBS, VINES

SHADE TREES,
AND FLOWERS.

BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER

8TP.EET.

May he the car shortage htut been
caused by too many attempts to

make two trains pass on one track.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AYBNUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. at.

we Have Weathered tin Storm

iBl

and sunshine and so have oar paints.
In fact It's because our palate have
stood time and weather so well that
we are doing such a good
busineea.
We sell the
best paints always.
You'll find our palnU the cheapest
because they are the beat.
Rsady
mixed paints, varnishes, colors aad
brushes.
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GRANDE
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CO.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
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Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rei Flintkote Rooting
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Alfeoqaerqce, New Mexico
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?
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22, 1007.

PUTYOUR MONEY INTO A
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CMIMIIC

IS SPRECKLES
RAILWAY

A

SANTA FE
Project Which He Is Building
West Into Arizona From
San Diego?
it
iioxxtble thut the
raHroud project from Pun Diego,
east to somewhere on the Colorado
river, la In reality a Santa Fe project,
and that It will be taken over by that
system at the proper stago of the proceed I ax?
That Intimation lias been thrown
Ca

Spreck-le- a

he.

LTilhlUHOj

Man.

July, and leaves with the grading of
this road completed from Des Moines
to Ule Creek, a distance of ninety-thre- e
miles, and from Clifton, on the
main line, to Raton, a distance of six
mile. The work of this company nan
been passed upon and approved by
the officials of the Rocky Mountain
company, and rails are laid and trains
running on all of the road except a
short distance from Des Moines west.
j wo train inaus oi men ana materials
left Ttaton on Thursday en route to
Des Moines, via Trinidad. From Des
Moines the work of laying ties and
rails will be pushed along as rapidly
as possible and It Is thought that the
latter part of February will find the
road accepted and ready for use, and
tnat regular trains will be running
over It by March 1.
a

I .IKK

trans-continent- al

trans-continent- al

CON'TKAt T I.KT 1X111
SANTA I K Tl'NNKI

Statistics of the United States show
that the freight traffic today averages
only sixteen miles in twenty-fou- r
hours. The crush of traffic has been
so great that the Santa Fe has been
straining every nerve to averuge this
rate. The necessity for better facili
ties for crossing the mountain and re
lieving the congestion of freight at
this particular point have forced the
much contemplated improvement by
piercing the mountain with a new
tunnel.
The contract has been let and work
ordered to commence about February
15.
The new tunnel will be many
feet lower thm the old double-trackeelectric-lighteexhaust fans
to relievo It of smoke, making it one
country.
of the best in the
The old
tunnel will bo retimbered with all Im
provements
possible in facilitate
traffic.
The new tunnel will be used
d
freights and the old
for
one for
Tho congestion from La Junta
iilone to Baton is 400 cars, and with
over seventy engines In process of repairs at Topt ku, it is a serious problem confronting the dispatchers
d,

d,

west-boun-

east-boun-
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is now completed. H
Watts, secretary and treas-

urer of the Utah Construction company, lias finished the contract for the
building of the "Swastika route," tak
a year ago last
en ljr hi
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Harness

i

Prices.

J.

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
MONEY.
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Corner

PARAGRAPHS

well
and Mrs. Isaac Barth,
known In this city, are revelling In
the smiles of a baby girl, which came
to them recently while Mrs. Barth
was visiting relatives In Los Angeles.
Mr. Barth is the district attorney at
St. Johns, Arizona.
Sol Welller, who left Sunday night
for New York city, will be Joined there
soon after his arrival by his brother,
Harry Welller, who left for that city
last evening. Both gentlemen are expecting to combine pleasure with business on their present trip.
Mounted Policeman R. K. Dudley
has reported to Captain Fred For-no- lt
the arreRt of a cowboy, named
Calvin George, at Alamogordo, on a
charge of cattle rustling. George was
placed In jail at the Otero county
capital, where he is now waiting for
a heaving.
Mrs. Byther of Oklahoma City, who
recently came here to be In attendance upon her husband, C. S. Byther,
manager of the local office of the
R. L. Dun Commercial agency, who
has been seriously 111, is rejoicing
over the convalescence of her husband. Mr. Byther expects soon to
resume his duties at the office of the
agency.
T. S. Poole, formerly in charge of
the gas department of the Albuquerque Gas, F.lectric Light and Power
comnnnv. left here today for Los
Angeles, where he expects to locate.
successor Is Thomas
Mr. Poole's
Meagher, who came to Albuquerque
from Grand Frk, North Dakota.
Mr. Meagher Is now In charge of his
Mr.

new
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WE FILL

B. RUPPE

--

PRESCRIPTIONS

Charles S. Henning, of the El Paso
Southwestern railway, was In town
yesterday on business.

LOCAL

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j j j

0000000OsK)0C)00
Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,
Whips, Axle Oils

-

r?,"i"
rnn

rr"

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse

IOI N?.l

HAII.ItOAD SCKNK IN I'KHl',
Pijuro. the NlxUiMilh century Spaniard, In historically
known us the
conqueror of patan IVru, Inn iho real conqueror was a nlnetoi-iitcentury California iigltir lumed .Mclgsfs who
lit this ruMrtmil fmtn the
Peru via ii ik?rt ciwist up through and iminiul mid oxer tin Andes toward
tlio rlcli valleys of tho Interior, connecting lliciii with the rest of tlio world.
A

Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them

h

long-of-wc-

NEW PHOTO OF GERMANY'S
MOST WEALTHY WOMAN

Few Words

A

i

and all kinds of saddlery supplies.
You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $55.00.

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store

ar

No.

004KD4K3000000000i
THIRD STREET

Meat Market

CURE the LUNC8

WITH

Dr. King's

Nov; Discovery
Prle

fONSUMPTION
0UGI1S an
iOLDS

6O0MIOO
Free Trial.

and Salt Msatk
Steam Sausage Factory.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Building. North Third 8trM

All Kinds of Fresh

W. E. MAUGEW

VJOOL

Surest and tluickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TBOUB- -

LS,

I

fl

FOR SALE BY S. VANN ft SON.

B. A. SLEYSTER
REAL ESTATU
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room t, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
INSURANCE,

TOTI A

tion.

Pit API

Dealers In Groceries, ProTlsIona, Msg,
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, LlQtwft
and Cigar. Place your orders fm
this line with us.
m-Zll-NORTH THIRD STRsTT

BECKER

HOTEL

New Management, November

Opposite th Santa

I,
Fm

1906

Depot

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKM, M. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRB INSURANCE. REAL BSTAV
LOANS.
Automatic phone 4S1.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BmUdlaa

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAMBKOOK BR OB. Propm.
LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLB
SADDLE HCRSE3 SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain partles aa
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phons 604.
No. 112 John 9m

A. E. WALKER,

ii

d,

tt
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Williams' Indian Pile

will cure Hllnd,
E SDr.
ana Iiclilng
Piles. liabftorbHtbe tumors.

Hlluys the itublug st once, sets
us a nouliice, K'ves Instant re
lief. Dr. Villiams'lnllnnPile.Olnt
mnnt isnreratred for Pllesand Itch
ing of tho privatn psirtn. Kvery box is
warranted. 11 v dna'tfists. by mall on re- nnd fl.OO. WILLIAMS
flirt ot pripe. 50 rent. J'rorw..
fveland. t.io,
MNUFCTURIG

duties.

with Raaoo ft Maorer.
Office, 115 North First
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

or MONEY BACK.

(mil

212 North Second
Albuquerque, N. M.

KILLthe COUCH
AND

According to report, Mary Maurino,
girl arrested by the
the
police and lodged in the Bernalillo
county jail pending trial for insanity
by the
Bernalillo county district
court, had a spell in the jail Sunday afternoon and made an assault
upon a jailor whom she is alleged
to have sainted with her trilbies so
lustily that he beat a hasty retreat
and called assistance.
Otto Hahn, poputar lodge man, has-,
an abreturned to Albuquerque after
(
nitn
sence or tnree weens, uuhuk ,kinii
time he has been looking after comGrande
over
pany business
thetR,io
division of the Santa Fe. Mr. Hahn,
news agents,
the
of
who has charge
)
C
MBorKKUPPVoW COHL-ATis reported to have had quite a strenuous time on his trip in the face of
always
that
untoward circumstances
This new diotogrupli of tlie wife or Vou Bohlau, tlio HMr German
bob up serenely when you are not diplouiat, who iiiurrltHl
lU'rtlut Krup , tlie grout
lronnuitcrfs'
looking for them.
daughter, lias just arrived In this country.
Bware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury.
How to Cure Clilllilulns.
A .Jainaicu Ijidy Speaks Highly of
surely destroy the sense
as mercury will completely
ClianilK-rhilit'"To enjoy freedom from ChilCough Remedy.
derange the
of smell and
Otis-fielthrough
blains," writes John Kemp, Fast
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the su
whole system when entering it
Buch
articles
mucous
Me.,
surfaces.
the
"I apply Bucklen's Arnica perlnteudent of Cart Service at Kingsshould never be used except on presHave also used it for salt ton, Jamaica, West Indies Islands,
criptions from reputable physicians, as Salve.
will do Is ten fold to rheum with excellent results." Guar- says that she has for some years used
the damage they
the good vou can possibly derive rrom anteed to cure fever sores, indolent Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy for
them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
wounds, frost coughs, croup and whooping cough
by F. J. Chenney & Co., contains no ulcers, piles, burns,
mercury, and is taken Internally, acting bites and skin diseases. 25c at all and has found It very beneficial. She
directly upon the blood and mucous sur- drug stores.
has Implicit confidence In It and would
In buying Hall's
faces of the system. you
o
not be without a bottle of It in her
get the genCatarrh Cure be sure
uine. It Is taken internally and &made
For any disease of the skin there Is home. Sold by all druggists,
Co.
Cheney
by
F.
J.
Ohio
Toledo,
In
. Iiailiuvi let,.
UUllllUg
UCllCI
IIIBtl
Testimonials free.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
It relieves the Itching and CANDIES,
Bold by druggists. Price. 7Sc per uot- - Salve.
AT WALTON'S DRUG
burning sensation Instantly and soon
constipa
Family
Pills
for
Take Hall's
effects a cure. Sold by all druggists. STORE.

lS

riRm

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Assasss
tioo. Office at 117 West BaQroaB

COMING IN OUT

arena.

OF THE COLD
appreciate a perfectly heated
bouse, but It Is not every house that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
la properly warmed. If yours la lacking In any way, or If you are undecided what la the best system to In- LIVERY. BALK, FEED AND TSAK
stall In a new house and need InforFffiR 8TABLES.
mation that is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought Ab4
chanced.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THB CQT1
Street, between Railroad aavl
Second
&,
Standard Plumbing Heating Co
Copper ATeaue.
we

0

tt
tt

COME TO BELEN, H. M.

Its Location

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

KKLKN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALHL'yL'KKQL'K,
N M.. AT THE JUNCTION OP THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND TOINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH IiROAD 80 AND

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BEI.EN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN 13 THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
.
ESTIMATED.
t
.

ooo-eooo-

AND ...

Albuquerque Carriage Company

a

How lo Prevent Bilious Attacks.
One who Is subject to bilious attacks will notice that for a day or
more before the attack he is not hungry at mea! times and feels dull after
eating.
A dose of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Ta'ets when
these first symptoms appear will ward
off the attack. They are for sale by
all druggists.

I

at Reduced
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SAX
HKKNAKIHNO HAS A KICK.

Kite-Shape-

NEW CONQUEST OF PERU

Authority for the purchase of two
new American ditchers for the Atchison and one for the Gulf has been
granted.

AUU'OI'EKQl'E.

doing in railway
thing about what
circles la this part of the state, and to
There Is little hope for relief in this.
some people, who have studied tho quarter,
but the committee hones to
imseem
all
not
at
matter, it does
regulate the unjustness of charging
probable.
hun Bernardino merchants the
It Is pointed out that when Spreck-lo- s tho
same
the desert points as Is
built the San Joaquin Valley rail- chargedrateat toLos
For In
road that It was later turned over to stance, under theAngeles.
railroad
tho Santa Fo for its San Francisco method, a ton of coalpresent
line, and that It Is not Impossible that Tom Los Angeles to can be shipped
Needles as cheap
the same proceeding may be followed ly us It can be shipped
to San Ber
In tho San Delgo line.
nardino,
although
latter place is
While the Santa Fe may not actual- sixty miles nearer the
the destination of
ly be. furnishing tho cash to build the the coal.
line. It is hinted that an agreement
The
may exist whereby that system will Angel committee which went to the
was composed of the folbe assured of the line when the time lowing City
men:
Oeorgo M. Cooley,
Is ripe for taking It over.
chairman; A. M. Ham, W. J. Curtis,
Iossil)lo Coimct'tloii.
It. C. Harbison and It. F. Garner.
The Santa Fe is now building a line
west In Arizona from near Wicken-burg- , SAN
IlKUXAlUnXO HAS
and it has been said this line
A KICK COMIXti.
would connect with the present main
The
Santa Fo has just issued a neat
line at Bagdad, or near there. The little brochure
d
of the
intimation is now that Instead of
handsomely Illustrated with the
swinging north after crossing the Col- - track,
and scenes to be seen on that
orado river It would bend to the south sights
scenic trip, says the San Berand connect with tho Spreckles line famous
Sun. But as usual San Berand thus provide a through short line nardino
nardino gets the worst of it. While
to Saa Diego.
views of tho Arrowhead mounThis would give the Santa Fe a di- threeand
hotel are given, still In no
rect liae straight Into San Diego, and tain
place is It in any way connected with
with less heavy grades than by way Ban Bernardino.
In fact, the words
of the present line. And it would be "San
Bernardino" do not appear In
possible to put on a line of oriental the pamphlet
any place.
As usual
steamers from that harbor to be oper- Riverside and InKedlands
get the lion's
ated by the new Santa
system which seems to be a share of attention in the book, both
securing repeated mention, to the exthing of the near future.
And regarding this latter a Phila- clusion of other points.
delphia dispatch of a few days ago
The Cimarron News-Pres- s
savs:
says:
Conductor Seeklns, who hns the reguPennsylvania Plan.
lar run on
Rocky Mountain trains
"Although a 4 per cent, break in ;soa. 1 and the
2. is an
conductor.
the quotations of Pennsylvania rail- Keally. It seems as Ideal
if Mr. Seekins
In the hates to take your money.
road stock came Saturday
yet,
midst of the company's proposition to it Is a necessary piece of And
business
Issue $200,000,000 additional securi- which he must perform.
But Mr.
ties, financiers and railroad men were Seekins goes on and jollies the
boys
optimistic 'ate in the day and ther? in the smoker,
entertains the ladles
arose the bilief that the floating and umuses the cross
babies, until the
means the formation of a Pennsyl- three-hou- r
trip seems a very few
vania trunk system from the Atlantic
to the Paciflr.
"From time to time in the last four
The Uoy American says: K. Dona
months there have been reports that hue, who has been foreman of the
lino would be railroad section adjacent to Roy for
this
the next forward step of tho Pennsyl- several months past, has been trans
vania, so In seeking a reason for the ferred to Tueumcarrl, where he will
new Issue of securities .this reported hold the position of assistant to the
plan was brought out again, despite roadmaster.
He and his family
the fact that the company's officiate moved to their new home Thursday.
positively declared the issue of stocks Mr. and Mrs. Donahue, during their
and bonds means nothing extraordin- stay In Roy, took a great Interest In
ary.
the business and social welfare of the
"Mr. Frick was looked upon as the city, and they will be greatly missed
along
Pennthe
man who is hastening
by the many friends they have mad:-durln-g
system. A
sylvania
their residence here.
la
at
Pennsylvania,
he
director In the
Atchi
says:
Optic
The
Mrs. John Stein
the same time a director in the
son, Topcka & Santa Fe, the one road received a telegram from her husband
Pennsylvania
Dodge
carry
at
City,
the
Kan., Saturday after
needed to
across the Mississippi and Into that noon, informing her that train No. 4
was
beyond
Pacific
to
the
vast territory
wrecked near that city and that
the engineer was seriously- - Injured,
- coast.
sold
Pennsylvania
its
but
that he himself was all right. Mr.
"When the
Baltimore & Ohio shares, it was said Stein, who has charge of the Harvey
understanding
an
was
that
that there
they should pass to Harriman, who
needed the Baltimore & Ohio to com
plete his trunk line system from the
Atlantic to the Pacific in conjunction
with the Reading and the Union Pa
clrtc.
The Pennsylvania, it Is said,
was to have In return the Atchison
to carry out Its supposed plans for a
trunk line from sea to sea, and its
new capital is free for the Atchison
deal."
I

PAGE SEVEN.

F. 1. Delgado, special officer for
the Santa Fe at Iis Vegas, has been
transferred to this city and will take
charge of his new duties here tonight.
A. J. Bennett, formerly Santa Fc
yardmasler at Wlnslow, ArU., Is now
in the Salt Lake train service, running from Ixs Angeles to Las Vegas.

a

Seeking relief from unjust freight
rates, a committee from the local
board of trade went to Los Angeles to
have a conference with General
Freight Agent Chambers, of the Santa
to, says the San Bernardino Sun.
1 he city suffers from
the unjust
freight rates which compels its merchants to pay a freight rate from Los
'
w
'e
ot
e?ul

OlTIZm

W. B. Storey, chief engineer of the

Santa Fe, arrived here yesterday
morning, his car being attached to
Mr. Storey Is making an
train No. 7.
Inspection of the road and at present
giving his attention to the restoration
of the regular time schedule, which
has lately suffered so much from vh- rlous causes.
Assistant General Passenger Agent
Taylor, of the Santa Fe, Prescott &
Phoenix railroad, stopped over here
last evening on his way to El Paso.
Mr. Taylor was accompanied by his
family.

Start the New Yeat Right
Sana Your Montr for
J- Ui
HOOSIfJt. KITCHEN CABINET
M-l- ff
Writ for Booklet
The Furniture
Cor. Coal and Second
Cor. CoM A. Second, East end Viaduct
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474

eating house on this division, was on'
his way to Kansas City on official
business.
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The Belen Town and
provement Co.
1

jQHN BECKER,

Pies

Im- -

WM, M. BERBER,

H
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A Railway

Center

FAST LIMITED KXPUKSS, .MAIL AND
I'UKIGHT TILMXS OF THE SANTA .113 WILL GO
OVEK THE MAIV LINE TIUtOUGII TO BELEX, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL
WE NEED A FtRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
PURCHASE
TY
DEEDS.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
CASH.
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
WITH MORTGAGE
ONE-THIR-

WITH

S

S

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

See')
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OIBCQUEliuE EVENING CITIZEN.

rGF. fight.

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL

the vallj in attendance at the ban
quet. Ti final arrangements for the
banquet Mil be completed at a meet
ing" ton-roevening at Dr. Macbeth' ofte.
gh, the commer
Arthur O'
cial travt vn
headquarters are
In this dy. can.
from the west
this, moring. It Ik the opinion of
Mr. Cavniaugh that the western section of lizoiia will prove a most
spring
proritabH one, the coming
and suntirr. for rtock raisers, es
pecially iee men.
The valleys
and moutaln sides are even at this
time coveil with good grass, the result of oplmis rains nnd a few
slight snAv. and stock men tit feeling jublknt over... the
exceedingly
bright plisperts.
N
LnlledMtates Deputy Marshals For
bes and kaseinan left today for San
Franclsc, where they expect to deliver thllty-fdu- r
Chinks for deporta
tion to thlna. They will gather up
twenty-rj?of the yellow men at
Las Cruies, live at Demlng and one
at Alanbgonlo. These have been
apprehended without having any nat
uralization papers In their possession
or other1 means of satisfying federal
authority's that they have rights as
The
citizens af the United States.
Chinks will be delivered over to the
vessel, who
captain f x China-boun- d
will sign receipts for them.
A. A. tedlllo, a well known young
native attorney of Socorro, where he
was for n term or two the popular
district ijttorney, came In from the
south thjs morning, and will remain
a couple of days. He Is here to ar
range nutters with Attorney E. V.
Chaves,
whom he will form a
partnership for the practice of law
in this cy. to become effective Feb
ruary Is:. Mr. Sedlllo has a rest
dence In this city and as soon as the
present lenants move out, he and
family will take up their home permanently here. The style of the new
law Arm Will be Chaves & Sedlllo, and
The Evening Citizen wishes them
much future success.

TUESDAY, JANUARY St, 1M7.

Believe Us
We can save you money

Patent Kid Uppers With Dull Tops, Light or Extension Soles, Military Cuban or French Heels, Lace
or Button. They are snappy, they
have character, they show off the
foot to the Best Advantage.
Milium heavy

sole,

extension

oe, military lieel

IIhihI

lace

turned

M.Oll
lict-l- ,

Cuban

soles,

$3.S

Extension sole, plain lor, Cuban
$.1.&d
lieel, Ih- '

rap tor, military

sole,

ExIciihIoii

hrrl, button

$3.50

Hand I ii r nod or extension solo, '
lace or button
II.imi
l.lirtit liaud turned nolo, Inee,

tra

ex-

lino

$5.00

I Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. DRIGHAM
Successor to

F. F. Trotter

CONFECTIONERY

L

SUGAR

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. Y. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-AUYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THK ARCH FRONT

SECOND ST.

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

CO.

Foorth and Railroad Avenoe

TRAIN ARRIVALS.
No. 8
No. 4
No. I
No. 1
No. 7
No. 9

Edgar

8:05 p. m.
On time.
3:45 p. m.
10:45 p. m.
1 a. m.
3:45 a. m.

Qoebel came In from Belen

last night for a brief visit.
P. E. Price of Belen Is among the
visitors at the Duke City today.
F. W. Cornell and son of El Paso,
Texiis, arrived here this morning.
of Pan
Ned Brown, a stockman
Marolal, Is In the city todoy on business.

here from Oregon,
manufacturer of
pianos and organs In Oregon.
B. B. Crosley Is among today's arrivals. He comes from Holbrook,
Arizona. Mr. Crosley Is a sheepman.
Max H. Fitch of Socorro, mannger
of the Southwestern Lead and Coal
company, spent yesterday In this city.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Esselburn have
moved from No. 310 West Coal avenue to No. 114 South Arno street on
the Hlghlunds.
F. E. BllllngBley Is here from Lone
Wolf, Oklu.
Like most Oklahomans
Mr. BUllngsley is enthusiastic over
the future of the new state.
H. H. Wynkoop, a linotype operator, who has been at Las Vegas the
past few months, is in the city, and
It is understood he Is on his way to
San Francisco.
and
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Barnard
children, who have been wintering In
Albuquerque, will leave in a few duys
for Coronado Beach. Cal., where they
will spend the summer.
Stephen Enston, forest guard of the
Jemez reserve, with headquarters at
Galllnas, Hlo Arriba county. Is at
present in this city on business. Mr.
Easton was a member of the Rough
Hlders.
John Hlchurds, In business at San
Marclal, Is In the city today. He Is
a brother of Territorial Councilman
Richards, from Socorro county, and
may continue on to Santa Fe tomorrow morning.
Triple Link Rebecca Lodge No. 10
will meet this evening at Odd Fellows' hall. There will be degree
work and all members are requested
to attend.
James H. McColllster,
secretary.
The championship game of basket
ball will bo played at the Casino Friday night, Jan. 25, between the U. N
M. and the A. and M. college, of
Dance after the game.
Par.
Ellis' orchestra.
o
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Graham of
are at the Faywood hot springs.
which resort, years, ngo was owned
by Mr. Graham and others. Mr. Graham, so It Ib understood, is in southern New Mexico on business connected with the Mrembres dain proposition, and work will no doubt be commenced on the dam In a very short
time.
Billy Smith, deputy United .States
marshal, who was at Las Vegas the
other day, has served papers on O.
A. Larrazolo, which are the answers
from Delegate Andrews In the matter of the delegate election contest.
The documnet Is very voluminous,
says Mr. Smith, and Delegate An
drews has shown up some frauds
perpetrated by the democrats.
United States Marshal Foraker
leaves Santa Fe toduy with the Black
brothers and Murphy, notorious train
robbers, who were tried and convicted iu the district court of San Miguel
county for holding up and robbing a
Frisco passenger train at Logan, N.
M. He is taking them to the federal
prison at Leavenworth, Kas., where
they will do the seven years of time
prescribed by the court for committing the offeiiBe.
For the benefit of the Scotchmen
who desire to attend the Bobble
Burns' banquet given by the Society
of St. Andrew at the Elks' lodge
rooms on the evening of his birthday,
the Santa Fe will sell tickets at reduced rates from the Estnncla valley
It U said there
via the Belen cut-of- f.
will be a large number of Scots from
". L.
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Diamonds, Watches. Jewelry, Cat Glass, Clocks, Silver
roor trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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nnual Clearance Sale

Women's hoilie slippers in felt or
leather, tomfortable,
neat looking,
well wealing. Prices range from $1.10
to $2.00. C. May's shfe store, 314
West Railroad avenue.

DO NOT DELAY.

A DOLLAR MADE IS A DOLLAR SAVED

MEN'S SHIRTS

J

Monarch and Wilson s Celebrated Shirts, broken lines only - 80c
Cluetts Fine Shirts, broken lines only your choice - - - SI. 25
STUDY OUR WINDOWS

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

f

Keepj up.
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Lindemann,
206 W.
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COAL

Genuine American block, per
ton
$6.50
Ccrrillo Lump
$6.50
$8.50
nthracltc Nnt
Anthracite mixed . . .
S9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
so.no
sizes
Clean Gas Coke
$6.00
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Our GREEN TAG SALE is drawing to a close.
Prices are all shot to pieces. Now is the time to buy
good goods for a little money. See what we did to
our Suit and Overcoat Prices.

WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load

mmr--

$3.25

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONO
MICAL, EXCELLENT FOR
OPEN
GRATES. $0. IER TON. W. II.
IIAILN & CO.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

READ ALL THIS.
You Never

Know the Moment When
This Information May Prove
of Infinite Value.
It is worth considerable to aay citi
zen of Albuquerque to know how to
be cured of painful, amnoylng and
tlchtag pilos. Know then that Doan's
Ottment i a positive remedy for all
Itcaness of the. skin, for piles, e
soma, etc. One application
relieves
and soothe. Read this teslmony of
lt merit:
J. H. Cross, of 523 South First
street, employed in the Santa Fe
sihops, la the mill Department, says:
"Exposure and eltting on damp logs
and cold stones whJle in the moun
ting onie three months ago, brought
on Itching (hieniorriiaids.
More com
monly they are called piles. ' While
not severe or serious they were very
annoying and I put oft doing anything
to get relief until compelled to.
finally procured Doaa's Ointment. The
first application gave relief and in a
short time .1 was practically cured.
have great confidence In this remedy
for what It did for me. I never
used anything which was so soothing
and heallag. I recommend it to oth
era and know they will not be disappointed in the results if they give It
a trial."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50

ceut.

Foster-Mllbur-

Co.,

n

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccpptr A ve.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers.

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

TIN SHOP
In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,

Saddles:

Buffalo,

ageats .for the United
States. Remember the name Doan's
11
and take no other.
New York, sole

The International t'oi'rcKMndent'
Schools of Kcranton are having won
languages,
derful success teaching
They use the Edison Standard Phono
graph. Why don't you learn Spanish?
PRESBYTERIAN SALE.
The ladles of the Presbyterian
church are preparing for a sale of
candy and
home cooking, home-mad- e
aprons, at the Woman's Exhango
Thursday, Jan. 24th. At noon they
will serve lunch and in the after
noon and evening Ice cream and cak
will be for sale.
25C CAN 1MIENO CIILORO LOt'S
KILLER WILL MAKE 1.1 OALLONS
BEST LICE AMI VERMIN HE
0
STROYER. E. W. FEE,
SOI Til FIRST STREET.
02-6-

THE GOLDEN

RILE DRY

GOODS

COMPANY.

Attend the great January cluaranr

garments be
sale of ready-to-weginning Thursday, January 24th. at
a. m., and lusting six days.
Entire stock of cloaks, suits, rain
coats, petticoats, skirts, muslin un
derwear, all kinds of waists, klmonus,
house sacques, lounging robes, sweaters, children's drosses, all kinds of Infants' wear will, be placed on sale at
lower prices than manufacturers'
cost.
Special bargains In Topsy hosiery
and Warner's corsets.
The new spring dress goods have
arrived and will be on sale at special
reduced prices.
Thursday,
Remember,
at th-Oolden ltule Dry Goods company.
ar
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Iron' Pipe, Pumps, Valves, FittingsSteam and Water
SuppliesHose and Belting,
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Solicited
toutrirat
stret
rir.t
its,40t.lie.4o3,nr.North
Vtromt

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home Insurance, "Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed in home insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Us just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here?
It can If
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefulty
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Us policies.
CANNOT

WE

Honey for
Extracted
Order by Postal.
Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.
Nice

$1.00.

R.R.

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

AND

Aisoelstlon Offloi
Transaetlont
Ouaraottto

ROSENFIEID'S,

118

Address Home Office,

W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

i'AT THK
COLOMBO HALL
Admission

50c

Albuquerque,' lien Mexico

AT.

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free
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iTamiiini company.

TICKETS

and Retail:

HARDWARE

Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladies and gentlemen, and every
garment is thoroughly sterilized in iu
cleansing.
Prices are satisfactory
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on appli
cation.
A special
Suits made to order.
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 490. No. 209 West
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

10 lbs.

CENT DISCOUNT.

but the quality of
Goods at our store

Do It Today

order to clear our counters of all heavy weights, we offer our j H O
JT entireIn stock
of Men's and Boys' Clothing and Overcoats (blues and T

t blacks reserved) at 20 PER

PRICES HAVE FALLEN

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

More Than I'ifteeii Hundred IVo-pl- e
DR. C. II. CONNOR
In New Mexico have
received
OSTEOPATH.
Rooms 3 and 4, N. T. Armljo building. great benefit studying wth the Scran-lo- u
at
Call
Schools.
window display
at Schutt's Candy store.
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ia a Manning, Howmnn Chafing Dish.
Alvav."i:a'!y, no worrying about 6re.
niatcU.uud iu a few minute
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Heavy front this morn;
Trouble here, as aure's you're born;
Pray you, heed these lines of type
And cut flff that water ripe.
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Pont slip up on this
OPPORTUNITY
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Dainty Shoes For Dainty Women
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